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ABSTRACT

Tropical deep convection plays a key role at the tropical depression stage of

tropical cyclogenesis by aggregating vorticity, but no existing theory can de-

pict such a stochastic vorticity aggregation process. Vorticity probability dis-

tribution function (PDF) is proposed as a tool to predict the horizontal struc-

ture and wind speed of the tropical depression, a tropical cyclone in its early

stage. The reason lies in the tendency for a vortex to adjust to an axisymmetric

and monotonic vorticity structure. Assuming deep convection as independent

and uniformly distributed vortex tube stretching events in the lower tropo-

sphere, repetitive vortex tube stretching will make the air column area shrink

many times and significantly increase vorticity. A theory of vorticity PDF is

established by modelling the random stretching process as a Markov chain.

The PDF turns out to be a weighted Poisson distribution, in good agreement

with a randomly-forced divergent barotropic model (weak temperature gradi-

ent model), and in rough agreement with a cloud-permitting simulation. The

result shows that a strong and sparse deep convective mode tends to produce

more high vorticity air columns, which favors tropical cyclogenesis.
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1. Introduction22

The mechanism of tropical cyclogenesis remains a challenging scientific problem. The forma-23

tion of a tropical cyclone might be loosely split into three stages: (i) the formation of a weak24

cyclonic region (“embryo region”) where convection prefers to occur, (ii) the spin up of a cyclonic25

circulation in the embryo, and (iii) its intensification into a vortex with a self-sustaining eyewall26

updraft (Montgomery et al. 2006).27

The embryo region usually takes the form of one or multiple mesoscale convective systems28

(MCS). It can be generated in an easterly wave trough (Gray 1998) and especially its intersection29

with the critical layer (Dunkerton et al. 2009), a large-scale confluence zone, a monsoon shear line30

(Ritchie and Holland 1999), a pair of mixed Rossby-gravity waves’ cyclonic gyres (Ferreira et al.31

1996), or perhaps spontaneously via the self-aggregation of deep convection (Wing et al. 2016;32

Holloway et al. 2017). The MCS provides a moist region which protects the convection inside33

from laterally entraining dry air. Its weak cyclonic circulation also protects convection from the34

environmental strain and provides some additional basic state background vorticity for convection35

to stretch (Dunkerton et al. 2009).36

At the second stage, the updraft of deep convection produces a vertical vorticity anomaly in37

the middle troposphere due to vortex tube stretching and tilting (Montgomery et al. 2006). The38

convection usually dies in around an hour, but the vorticity remnant lasts far longer (Wissmeier39

and Smith 2011). The vorticity patches are further pushed inward by the mid level converging40

overturning circulation (Kilroy et al. 2017), which is driven by Ekman pumping, moisture and41

longwave radiation feedbacks (Smith 2000; Davis 2015). Montgomery et al. (2006) intuitively42

described it as 2D turbulence punctuated by 3D convective events. In about two days, the subse-43

quent vortex merger spins up a tropical depression which is a quasi-circular vortex with a sustained44
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maximum surface wind of up to 17 m s−1, but generally free of eye (Charney and Eliassen 1964;45

Montgomery et al. 2006; AMS-Glossary 2012).46

At the third stage, the deepened central pressure (corresponding to a high inertial stability core),47

Ekman pumping and the strong surface flux near the radius of maximum wind lead to a ring-like48

eyewall updraft, marking the maturity of the hurricane (Rotunno and Emanuel 1987; Emanuel49

1997; Gray 1998). The middle layer contraction slows down due to the establishment of gradient50

wind balance, and the inflow enters mostly through the frictional boundary layer (Montgomery51

and Smith 2014).52

We focus on the second stage, which is the spin up phase of the vortex, or in other words, the53

formation of tropical depression from an existing MCS. As for theoretical modelling, Charney54

and Eliassen (1964) studied the role of Ekman pumping in lifting parcels and releasing the stored55

conditional instability. Rotunno and Emanuel (1987) and Emanuel (1989) built an axisymmetric56

balanced model with a prognostic boundary layer moist entropy and angular momentum, which57

controls the free troposphere via convective quasi-equilibrium assumption. They argue that the58

wind-induced surface sensible and latent heat fluxes moisten the atmosphere, weaken downdrafts,59

and enhance updrafts as the wind grows to finite-amplitude. Raymond et al. (2007) used gross60

moist stability (Neelin and Held 1987) to link wind-induced surface heat flux to convergence and61

explored its competition with the wind-induced frictional spin down rate. All three models solve62

the axisymmetric mode or the even simpler system-averaged quantities. They do not include an63

important asymmetric effect: the aggregation of convectively generated eddies, which has been64

recognized as “vortical hot tower route” (Hendricks et al. 2004; Montgomery et al. 2006). Both65

the random nature of the convective forcing and the subsequent chaotic eddy motion limit the66

predictability of the major vortex’s intensity (Van Sang et al. 2008). In a simple barotropic view,67

it is the cooperation between the upscale growth of vorticity produced by transient convective68
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forcing, as well as the inward advection by the system inflow induced by the convective ensemble69

(Kilroy et al. 2017). A quantitative model has not been established, probably due to the difficulty70

in parameterizing the radial eddy vorticity flux.71

In this paper, we try another decomposition: the widening of vertical vorticity probability dis-72

tribution function (PDF) through the repetitive random stretching and convergent transport by73

the short-lived convective clouds, and the rearrangement of the vorticity field into an axisymmet-74

ric and radially monotonic compact vortex by the eddies. We will show that the PDF evolution75

roughly obeys a Markov chain which yields an approximate analytical solution. The axisymmetric76

state may not be completely reached by the end of the second stage, but it sets an upper bound77

of maximum wind that can be reached in the axisymmetrization process. The complicated eddy78

dynamics only determines the axisymmetrization time scale and a modification of the PDF by tur-79

bulent mixing, which are probably less important. We employ a one-layer shallow water model80

to demonstrate it, with random local mass sink seeded into a circular region to mimic an existing81

MCS. This scheme, which has been used in a domain-homogeneous seeding mode, was first in-82

troduced by Vallis et al. (1997) and has been applied to study the formation of the Great Red Spot83

(Showman 2007), giant planets’ polar vortex (O’Neill et al. 2015, 2016) and jet (Thomson and84

McIntyre 2016). To the authors’ knowledge, the scheme has not been applied to tropical cycloge-85

nesis where convection concentrates at a part of the domain, and its elegant statistical property as86

a Markov chain remains untouched.87

The paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 introduces the simplified tropical depres-88

sion genesis setup within a shallow water equation (SWE) and its further simplification to a weak89

temperature gradient model where the Markov chain is more strictly valid. Section 3 describes the90

numerical solver. Section 4 describes the flow evolution of the reference test. Section 5 presents a91

theory of the vorticity PDF. Section 6 validates the PDF model with sensitivity tests and discusses92
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its link to vortex intensity. Section 7 further validates the theory with a cloud-permitting simula-93

tion of tropical cyclogenesis. Section 8 concludes the paper. The derivation of the continuous PDF94

equation and a list of mathematical symbols are presented in the supplemental material.95

2. An idealized tropical depression genesis problem96

a. The macroscopic setup97

First, we present a more detailed review of the environment of tropical depression formation,98

which guides the design of a shallow water setup. An easterly wave trough that provides a cy-99

clonic background relative vorticity is of ∼ 700 km scale (Gray 1998). It can embed multiple100

∼ 250 km scale MCSs which are a mixture of aggregated stratiform and convective cloud (Gray101

1998). According to Houze Jr et al. (2009), the convective region usually possesses a convectively-102

induced rotational core in the middle troposphere (Gray 1998), called a mesoscale convective vor-103

tex (MCV). An MCV usually lacks near-surface vertical vorticity, due to the divergence caused104

by the low-level (< 2 km) evaporative cooling of precipitation falling from the stratiform region105

(Fritsch et al. 1994). If there is growth of low level vorticity, air-sea interaction feedback will be106

excited and the system will be on the track of tropical cyclogenesis.107

The formation mechanism of low-level vorticity is still in debate. One explanation is the “top-108

down” development of the middle level vortex via vortex interaction (Ritchie and Holland 1997) or109

transport by evaporation-driven downdraft (Bister and Emanuel 1997). The other is the “bottom-110

up” mechanism. It emphasizes the production of low-level vorticity by the deep convective stretch-111

ing of the MCV’s vertical absolute vorticity which is small but nonzero at low-level (Montgomery112

et al. 2006). The deep convection is promoted by the moistening and cooling of the lower and113

middle level by the MCS’ stratiform precipitation (Bell and Montgomery 2019).114
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In this paper, we focus on the vortex dynamics of the low-mid level (∼ 1 to 6 km height) spun up115

by deep convective vorticity stretching within an MCS, which is the basis of the “bottom-up” view116

but largely remains descriptive. According to Kilroy et al. (2017), this is the level where most117

of the free tropospheric convergence occurs. The influence of the existing middle level relative118

vorticity, as well as the upward transport of boundary layer vorticity during Ekman pumping, are119

neglected. The low-mid level is modelled with a one-layer barotropic model. We seed the updrafts120

only in a circular “vigorous convection region” with a fixed radius of R (∼ 100 km), to mimic a121

single MCS in a doubly periodic domain whose width is L∼ 800 km. A schematic diagram of this122

setup is presented in Fig. 1. During the spin up of a realistic tropical depression, the middle layer123

inflow that is characterized by the MCS region mean divergence δ0 (negative) first grows due to124

higher tropospheric moisture and surface flux, and then decreases due to the build up of inertial125

stability (Kilroy et al. 2017). The δ0 depends on the complicated interaction between convection126

and the vortex. For simplicity, we will use a fixed δ0 in the theoretical model of vorticity PDF127

and all the one-layer model simulations. However, it will be shown that the PDF theory does not128

require this constraint: the time dependence of δ0 can be absorbed into a nondimensional temporal129

coordinate which is rescaled with δ0. This novel rescaling decouples the convective feedback from130

vortex dynamics to some extent.131

b. The shallow water analogy for a stratified atmosphere132

We follow Hendricks et al. (2014) to view the continuously stratified atmosphere as a one-layer133

isentropic model. The active layer represents the low-middle troposphere (roughly 1-6 km height),134

with a thickness of H = 5 km and a vertical temperature range of ∆θ = 22.04 K. It is capped by135

a static upper layer which denotes the upper troposphere. As the atmospheric lapse rate in the136

tropics is close to moist adiabatic, we set the reduced gravity as g′ = g∆θ/θ00 = 0.72 m s−2, with137
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θ00 = 300 K denoting a reference potential temperature. The internal gravity wave phase speed is138

c0 =
√

g′H = 60 m s−1.139

Ooyama (1969) presented a three-layer view of deep convection, which is recently updated by140

Schecter and Dunkerton (2009). Suppose the boundary layer detrains a thermal bubble. It releases141

latent heat, entrains some middle tropospheric air, and will rise to the upper troposphere if it142

is buoyant enough. For the even simpler one-layer setup, we let the low-mid level troposphere143

thickness sink due to the updraft be Qu (negative, unit: m s−1), which is proportional to diabatic144

heating in an isentropic coordinate. Parcels are assumed to slowly return from the upper to the145

low-mid layer through radiative cooling, which corresponds to a thickness source Qrad (positive,146

unit: m s−1). The continuity and momentum equations are:147

∂h
∂ t

+∇ · (uh) = Qu +Qrad +ν∇
2h, (1)

148

∂u
∂ t

+u ·∇u+ f0k×u =−g′∇h− u
τd

+ν∇
2u. (2)

Here u is the horizontal velocity, h is layer thickness, f0 is Coriolis parameter, ∇ ≡ i∂/∂x +149

j∂/∂y is the horizontal gradient operator. For simplicity, we treat the Ekman spindown, as well150

as the vertical momentum transfer by both updraft (cumulus drag) and radiative cooling as a bulk151

linear Rayleigh drag whose time scale is τd . The ν is a constant diffusivity to suppress numerical152

instability. To be self-consistent with the omission of cumulus drag, an updraft is assumed to move153

with the middle layer wind. This is different from the shallow water models of Showman (2007)154

and O’Neill et al. (2016) who fix the updraft position in a convective event.155

In the real atmosphere, as the vortex intensifies, the low-level horizontal vorticity could be tilted156

by the updraft to form vertical vorticity dipoles (Vallis et al. 1997). These, together with the vortic-157

ity monopoles produced by stretching, are both important for hurricane formation (Montgomery158

et al. 2006; Kilroy et al. 2014). What is more, the Ekman pumping causes divergence in the mid-159
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dle troposphere which can counteract part of the convection-induced inflow (Smith 2000). We will160

leave the careful consideration of these processes for future work.161

c. The application of weak temperature gradient approximation162

We propose that SWE can be further simplified to a weak temperature gradient (WTG) equation163

for understanding the vortex spin up at the early stage of tropical cyclogenesis. It is vital for164

establishing the vorticity PDF model in section 5.165

The Coriolis force and the fluid inertia tend to invoke some pressure gradient to balance them.166

For slow motion at the low latitude where the Coriolis parameter is small, buoyancy anomaly167

cannot accumulate at the large scale. This leads to WTG approximation, where geostrophic ad-168

justment is instantaneous and the continuity equation in SWE simplifies to the balance between169

mass sink and divergence (Sobel et al. 2001):170

Hδ = Qu +Qrad. (3)

Here δ =∇ ·u is horizontal divergence which is externally prescribed with convective and radiative171

parameterization. Dynamically, the potential vorticity degenerates to absolute vorticity ωa = ω +172

f0 (Sobel et al. 2001).173

Enagonio and Montgomery (2001) have shown that there is little difference between a shal-174

low water model and the nondivergent barotropic model (δ = 0) for the free-evolving 2D vortex175

dynamics of an early stage hurricane vortex, primarily due to i) the small system length scale176

compared to Rossby deformation radius of the gravest mode, ii) the small Froude number Fr (def-177

inition shown below) and iii) the fast geostrophic adjustment compared to the axisymmetrization178

time scale (measured with strain rate). As the convergent flow is much weaker than the rotational179

flow, the criterion for WTG should be identical. The first two criteria which are more basic are180
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stated in (4) and (5) respectively:181

Bu =
R2

L2
R
� 1, with LR =

√
g′H
f0

, (4)

182

Fr =
Vθ√
g′H
∼
(
−h′

H

)1/2

� 1, (5)

where LR is Rossby deformation radius, h′ is the deviation of layer thickness from its basic state183

H, Fr is defined as the ratio of azimuthal wind scale Vθ to gravity wave speed c0. Using R = 100184

km and a low latitude Coriolis parameter f0 ∼ 5× 10−5 s−1, we get LR ∼ 1200 km and Bu =185

0.007� 1. The relation between Fr and −h′/H in (5) is derived with cyclostrophic wind balance186

assumption, which is applicable to a strong tropical depression where Coriolis force is generally187

weaker than centrifugal acceleration. It is worth noting that gravity wave will be important to188

hurricane when it is coupled to convection (Lahaye and Zeitlin 2016).189

The full WTG governing equation is introduced here. In the updraft region, the mass loss is190

balanced by convergence immediately; radiative cooling drives a slow divergent flow everywhere.191

The vertical vorticity equation is:192

∂ω

∂ t
+u ·∇ω =−δ (ω + f0)−

ω

τd
+ν∇

2
ω. (6)

The total velocity is a superposition of rotational wind and divergent wind:193

u = k×∇ψ +∇φ , with ∇
2
ψ = ω, ∇

2
φ = δ . (7)

Here ψ is a stream function and φ is a velocity potential. They are linked to ω and δ through the194

two Poisson equations. The doubly-periodic boundary condition eliminates the harmonic com-195

ponent. Equations (3), (6) and (7) are the so-called weak temperature gradient approximation196

equation (WTGE). It is essentially a 2D barotropic vorticity equation punctuated by diabatic vor-197

ticity stretching, which involves both vorticity magnitude change and a convergent flow.198
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d. The convective representation199

1) FORMULATION200

We employ the random convection scheme of Showman (2007) in simulating convection on201

Jupiter to study the terrestrial tropical atmosphere. The convective mass loss rate (or equivalently202

the middle layer updraft speed increment with a minus sign) Qu is represented as a sequence of203

Gaussian shape mass sinks Qn (unit: m s−1) that are isolated in time and space:204

Qu(x, t) =
+∞

∑
n=1

Qn(x, t), with Qn(x, t) = Q̃me
− |t−tn|2

τ̃u2 −
|x−xn|2

r̃u2 . (8)

For every ∆t time, a new updraft is seeded to a random position in a circular area within a radius205

R which represents an MCS. The Q̃m is the peak mass sink rate, τ̃u is a fixed updraft duration time206

scale which is controlled by the onset time of downdraft in the real atmosphere (Emanuel 1994),207

and r̃u is a fixed updraft size parameter. The seeding time is a deterministic sequence: tn = n∆t. The208

updraft center vector xn moves with the local wind. It is calculated with the initial seeding position209

x0n which is a random vector sequence with uniform distribution that satisfies |x0n|< R (with the210

MCS center as the coordinate origin), as well as the local velocity: xn = x0n +
∫ t

tn u(x, t ′)dt ′.211

The radiative cooling Qrad (positive) is set as a spatially uniform but temporally fluctuating value212

that instantaneously balances Qu to keep the domain average diabatic heating at zero:213

Qrad =− 1
L2

∫∫
Qudx≈−δ0H

πR2

L2 . (9)

The fluctuation, which is manifested as the “≈” in (9), converges to a constant value if there are214

enough clouds in the domain. For WTGE, the divergence induced by convective and radiative215

process obeys (3).216

The diabatic heating that involves random factors leads to a set of stochastic differential equa-217

tions. This convective scheme offers adjustable cloud parameters. For smaller updraft strength Q̃m218
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and seeding interval ∆t, convection is more fine-grained and the limit is a purely axisymmetric and219

deterministic problem controlled by the convergence of an angular momentum ring.220

Physically, the random updraft position mostly originates from the seemingly random boundary221

layer dry convection or cold pool collision (Würsch and Craig 2014; Haerter 2019; Torri and222

Kuang 2019). However, it is increasingly unsuitable as the major vortex develops, mainly in three223

aspects:224

• The convective position should be allowed to follow the contracting high vorticity region225

which pumps more air out of the boundary layer. The coupling of convection to local vorticity226

is also needed to properly represent the convectively coupled vortex Rossby wave and its227

interaction with mean-flow (Wang 2002a,b).228

• The convective strength near the vortex center should be allowed to be suppressed by the229

upper tropospheric warm core which is mainly induced by centrifugal acceleration (Schecter230

and Dunkerton 2009). This effect will be important when the layer thickness gradient is large231

(Fr is large).232

• The middle layer entrainment might decrease as the environment spins faster (higher iner-233

tial stability). This is a robust behavior of dry rotating plumes but is still unclear for moist234

convection (Julien et al. 1999; Peters et al. 2020).235

2) STATISTICAL PROPERTY236

For convenience, we idealize the Gaussian updraft as a “mass-equivalent top-hat” with a mass-237

sink of Q̃m, radius r̃u and duration time T̃u = π1/2τ̃u. We will introduce the “vorticity equivalent”238

top-hat in section 4a, which is an approximation to a sufficiently diffused “mass-equivalent top-239

hat”. To distinguish between the two objects, the “∼” is used to denote parameters related to240
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“mass-equivalent top-hat”. These parameters can be combined into two divergence scales, which241

are the divergence at an updraft δu (< 0), and the MCS mean divergence δ0 (< 0) which is much242

smaller in magnitude:243

δu =
Q̃m

H
, δ0 =

Q̃m

H
r̃u

2

R2
T̃u

∆t
. (10)

The statistically averaged time interval between the onset of two convective events at a fixed loca-244

tion (revisit time) is τrev = ∆tR2/r̃u
2. It leads to two important nondimensional parameters:245

• Nondimensionalizing τrev with δ0 yields the convective intermittency parameter, which turns246

out to be the updraft accumulated convergence:247

− ∆̃h
H

=−δ0τrev =−
Q̃mT̃u

H
=
−δ0∆tR2

r̃u
2 . (11)

Here ∆̃h = Q̃mT̃u is the layer thickness change in an updraft. A higher −∆̃h/H means con-248

vection is in a more coarse-grained mode.249

• The probability for any particular location to be under convection, or equivalently, the updraft250

fractional area is: σu = T̃u/τrev = δ0/δu. The σu is also the probability for the center of a new251

updraft to fall on the convective region, so it measures the potential of updraft interaction.252

3. The numerical method and the reference test253

The shallow water equation (SWE) which is defined in (1) and (2), as well as the weak tempera-254

ture gradient equation (WTGE) which is defined in (3), (6) and (7) are solved on a doubly periodic255

square plane. The numerical solver is a MATLAB code developed by the first author. It uses256

standard spectral method, with zero padding technique to eliminate the aliasing error in product257

terms. The SWE solver uses the semi-implicit second order leapfrog time-stepping to stabilize the258

fast gravity wave, and the WTGE solver (without concerning gravity wave) uses the third order259

Runge-Kutta time-stepping which has higher temporal accuracy (Durran 2010).260
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In appendix A, we show that the SWE and WTGE can be fully nondimenisonalized. The WTGE261

is controlled by six nondimensional parameters: −δ0/ f0 measures the relative importance of ro-262

tational to convergent behavior, −∆̃h/H measures convective intermittency, −δ0T̃u measures con-263

vective time scale, r̃u/R measures the updraft size relative to the system size, −δ0τd measures264

the strength of drag and Re = f0R2/ν measures the importance of horizontal viscosity. For the265

reference test, we set −δ0/ f0 = 0.228, −∆̃h/H = 8/5, −δ0T̃u = 0.04, r̃u/R = 0.08, −δ0τd = ∞266

(no damping) and Re = 3116.7. For the SWE, there is an additional Bu = R2/L2
R = 0.007.267

A dimensional interpretation of the reference test is shown below. It corresponds to a domain268

width of L = 800 km, a 20◦N Coriolis parameter f0 = 4.99× 10−5 s−1, a system-averaged con-269

vergence δ0 = −1.138× 10−5 s−1 (−δ
−1
0 = 1.02 days), a basic state layer thickness H = 5 km,270

an updraft total thickness sink ∆̃h = −8 km, an updraft duration time τ̃u = 2000 s (T̃u = 3544.9271

s) and an updraft radius r̃u = 8 km based on the estimation of Hendricks et al. (2004) and Mont-272

gomery et al. (2006), a MCS radius R = 100 km (Houze Jr et al. 2009) and a horizontal viscosity273

ν = 160 m2 s−1 which is approximately the lowest ν to guarantee numerical stability at current274

resolution (576× 576 grid point in physical space, or a grid spacing of 1.39 km). Other param-275

eters can be calculated from the settings above: Qm = −2.26 m s−1, ∆t = 900 s, σu = 0.025. In276

numerical implementation, the integration time is 4 days, and the time step is 4.96 s. The Courant277

number estimated with a 30 m s−1 wind is 0.11. As the model is inherently stochastic, each test278

includes an ensemble of 20 runs.279

We remark that −δ0/ f0 is regarded as a free parameter in this model. Physically, it depends280

on the complicated feedback between convection and the vortex circulation, and should at least281

depend on R and f0. The current choice of δ0 enables the system to exceed the 17 m s−1 tropical282

depression bound and reach the tropical storm stage in three days, which is not far from the 1-2283

days growth time scale in the real world (Montgomery et al. 2006).284
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4. The flow evolution285

We first consider the vorticity production process in a single updraft, and then move to the286

tropical depression genesis problem which involves multiple updrafts.287

a. Single convection288

A convective updraft induces a convergent flow that reduces the air column area, and increases289

the vorticity by stretching. In an updraft event with an accumulated convergence of −∆̃h/H, the290

area of air involved in a stretching process shrinks from π r̃u
2(1− ∆̃h/H) to π r̃u

2. The conservation291

of circulation shows that the average absolute vorticity within the influenced area changes from292

an initial value ωa,0 to ωa,0(1− ∆̃h/H). Though the vorticity does not diminish after the updraft293

event, the size reduction induces a stronger horizontal diffusion that smooths the vorticity anomaly.294

In the vorticity PDF model, we are interested in the vorticity strength by the time it is hit by the295

next updraft, so a diffusion-correction should be implemented.296

In appendix B, we use scale analysis to show that a significant smoothing does occur. We297

introduce a “vorticity-equivalent top-hat”, which is a flatter version of the “mass-equivalent top-298

hat” that describes the shape of the vorticity patch seen by the next convection. The vorticity top-299

hat radius is set as ru = αr r̃u where αr is a free parameter. The total absolute circulation within300

ru is still conserved. In section 6a, we show that a fixed αr =
√

2 works well in the vorticity PDF301

model. We preliminarily explain the insensitivity as an automatic damping mechanism: diffusion302

only exerts strong damping when the scale shrinks to a small enough value. For example, a low303

Re case has strong diffusion, but the damping becomes weak when the previous diffusion has304

sufficiently damped the sharp structure.305

Letting the “vorticity-equivalent accumulated convergence” −∆h be the average accumulated306

convergence within a radius of ru, we have ∆h = ∆̃h/α2
r = ∆̃h/2. It corresponds to ru = 8

√
2 km307
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and ∆h = 4 km for the reference test. Based on (11), the new convective intermittency parameter308

to be frequently used is:309

∆h
H

= δ0∆t
R2

r2
u
, (12)

The end state mean absolute vorticity within ru is denoted as [ωa]
ru , which is expressed in a310

circulation conservation formulation as:311

[ωa]
ru = ωa,0

(
1− ∆h

H

)
. (13)

b. Multiple convection312

1) THE EVOLUTION OF THE AVERAGE VORTICITY313

As a macroscopic constraint, the mean low-mid level relative vorticity of the MCS (defined as314

ω+) is directly related to the low-mid level mean divergence δ0 and damping effects, based on315

Gauss theorem (Raymond et al. 2007; Montgomery and Smith 2017). It does not depend on how316

noisy the deep convection is. As the vorticity gradient at the MCS boundary is small, horizontal317

diffusion is unimportant. Raymond et al. (2007) have used this property to establish their model of318

system-averaged vorticity which includes an interactive δ0 and a quadratic drag that both increase319

with the mean vorticity.320

When there is a fixed δ0 and no drag, a large enough domain (L� R) yields:321

ω
+ ≈− f0δ0t. (14)

This is demonstrated in Fig. 2a. The large domain dilutes the compensating divergence, so the322

vorticity squashing and therefore the negative relative vorticity outside of the MCS is small. Thus,323

the relative vorticity transported into the MCS is close to zero - a key assumption to be used324

in our vorticity PDF model. In appendix C, we include Rayleigh drag into this problem, and325
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consider a finite domain correction. The drag directly damps ω+, and the negative relative vorticity326

transported into the MCS indirectly damps ω+.327

To understand the maximum wind, we still need to know how ω+ is distributed within the MCS,328

which involves the dynamics of eddies.329

2) THE EVOLUTION OF EDDIES330

Now we analyze the time evolution of the SWE reference test which is shown in the upper row of331

Fig. 3. We use the nondimensional time t ′=−δ0t and choose the t ′a = 0.50, t ′b = 1.46 and t ′c = 2.98332

snapshots that represent three characteristic stages. We analyze the SWE first. Figure 3a shows333

the t ′ = t ′a early stage where vorticity patches are so sparse that the coupling between old vortices334

and new updraft is uncommon. Figure 3b shows the t ′ = t ′b middle stage where some vortices335

are lucky enough to receive multiple mass forcings and begin to interact with each other. The336

converging flow facilitates the merger process by reducing the vortices’ spacing while conserving337

their absolute circulation. Figure 3c shows the t ′ = t ′c late stage where the 17 m s−1 tropical338

storm strength is roughly reached (e.g. Fig. 2b). The strong vortices merge into a large major339

vortex, with the newly-formed vorticity patches being rapidly distorted into filaments and wrapped340

around the core. The decrease of vorticity with radius produces an effective beta effect which341

migrates the small vortices toward the center, and helps the major vortex axisymmetrize itself (e.g.342

Terwey and Montgomery 2008; O’Neill et al. 2016). The merger is accompanied by elongated343

vorticity filaments that are produced by the strain in the mutual advection, as has been discussed by344

McWilliams (1990) and Dritschel and Waugh (1992). Though those filaments gradually wrap onto345

the vortex core, they are susceptible to strong dissipation when they are thin enough for diffusion346

to work. Some low vorticity columns which lie between the filaments will also be wrapped inward347

and get mixed in the end. This reminds us of the finding by Fang and Zhang (2011) that most of348
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the negative or weak vorticity patch is mixed with the large vorticity patch near the center of a349

major vortex, rather than being repelled out. The behavior beyond the tropical depression regime350

(maximum wind > 17 m s−1) is of less interest, because our simple convective scheme no longer351

works.352

We compare the SWE test (named Ref-SWE) with WTGE test (named Ref-WTGE), as well353

as a low Coriolis parameter WTGE test (named Low-WTGE) that changes Coriolis parameter to354

1/10 of the reference value (−δ0/ f0×10). Their convective seeding history is set to be identical.355

Figure 2b shows that both Fr and −h′/H in the SWE test are much smaller than 1 by t ′ = 3, so356

the WTG condition (5) is satisfied in the three snapshots. Figure 3 shows that the vorticity field357

difference between the Ref-SWE and Ref-WTGE is indeed small, even indiscernible at t ′a = 0.50358

and t ′b = 1.46. As for the Low-WTGE, the inflow does push the vorticity patches toward the MCS359

center significantly, but the vorticity distribution is less axisymmetric and has no filaments due to360

the much weaker rotational flow and therefore vortex interaction.361

The traditional way to study the role of eddies in vortex formation or intensification is to diag-362

nose the radial transport of vorticity by eddies (Hendricks et al. 2004; Montgomery et al. 2006),363

or check the energy cascade direction (e.g. Vallis et al. 1997; Wang et al. 2018). We propose a364

way to partly circumvent the turbulent process. The above simulations show that the vorticity pro-365

duced by convection will sooner or later organize into a quasi-axisymmetric major vortex whose366

vorticity roughly monotonically decreases with radius. The latter is in agreement with the aircraft367

observation of a tropical depression by Middlebrooke (1988). Thus, the vorticity PDF can be re-368

lated to the vorticity structure of the major vortex. Even if the monotonic and axisymmetric state369

is not completely reached, the vorticity PDF still qualitatively tells how compact the vortex is,370

which determines its ability to survive in a straining environment, as well as an upper bound of371

the maximum wind which signifies intensity. Note that the radial vorticity is not monotonic for a372
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mature hurricane where deep convection at the eyewall makes the vorticity there larger than the373

quiescent eye (Schubert et al. 1999).374

The PDF of the nondimensional absolute vorticity x′ = ln(ωa/ f0) inside MCS is defined as σ .375

The σ of the three tests (Ref-SWE, Ref-WTGE and Low-WTGE) is shown in Fig. 4. The PDF376

evolves from a purely low vorticity dominated state to a wide spectrum, with a tail extending377

to high vorticity region. It is not surprising that the PDF of Ref-SWE and Ref-WTGE collapse378

very well. However, the rough collapse of Ref-WTGE and Low-WTGE is intriguing, given their379

dramatically different flow field. This is explained in the next section with a simple vorticity PDF380

model. The small difference between the PDF of Ref-WTGE and Low-WTGE will be attributed381

to eddy mixing in section 6a.382

It is worth making a comparison with 3D turbulence cascade, where repetitive vortex stretching383

is also an important mechanism of scale reduction and vorticity amplification (Lundgren 1982;384

Tennekes and Lumley 2018). The main difference in this model is the constraint of vortex ori-385

entation by the 2D domain (the stratified atmosphere) and the purely random prescription of the386

stretching (updraft) position. These make a statistical theory possible.387

5. A statistical theory of vorticity PDF388

a. Motivation389

Within this setup, the vorticity PDF is largely governed by a random vorticity stretching process390

under the influence of Rayleigh drag and eddy mixing. Thanks to the validity of WTG approxima-391

tion, potential vorticity reduces to absolute vorticity, so we do not need to consider the area change392

of vorticity patches during adiabatic motion. The negative vorticity produced by the inertially-393

trapped compensating divergence near an updraft is also negligible. The eddy mixing, which does394
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influence PDF via air column interactions, is a complicated process that is not included in this395

preliminary investigation.396

In section 5b, we model the PDF of the random stretching process as a discrete Markov chain.397

In section 5c, it is updated to a hybrid discrete-continuous PDF problem that includes drag.398

b. The random stretching problem399

The vorticity production in one convective event obeys (13). For multiple convective events, a400

new updraft may hit an existing vorticity patch and concentrate the vorticity there through stretch-401

ing. As the strength of each updraft is fixed, the vorticity evolves by migrating on a set of quantum402

vorticity levels in power law:403

ωa,m = ωa,0

(
1− ∆h

H

)m

, m = 0, 1, 2, . . . ;ωa,0 = f0. (15)

This concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. The parameter −δ0τ̃u does not appear because it does not404

influence the end state of geostrophic adjustment, and the interaction between updraft is neglected405

due to σu� 1. Because the domain is much larger than the MCS, the descent is weak, so the neg-406

ative vorticity production in the MCS due to vorticity squashing is neglected. As a new convection407

is seeded every ∆t time interval, the time level is also discrete:408

tn = n∆t, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (16)

Let σm,n be the fractional area of ωa,m at time level n. The quantity σm,n can also be regarded as409

the discrete vorticity PDF which satisfies:410

∞

∑
m=0

σm,n = 1. (17)

An updraft consumes the ωa,m−1 level area πr2
u(1−∆h/H), and the ωa,m level gains area πr2

u.411

Thus, the σm,n evolution is essentially a discrete mapping of vorticity and time which is a linear412
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Markov chain:413

σ
n
m = σ

n−1
m (1− p)+σ

n−1
m−1

r2
u

R2 , m = 1, 2, . . . ,M−1; n = 1, 2, . . . . (18)
414

with p≡ r2
u

R2

(
1− ∆h

H

)
< 1. (19)

The p is the probability for an air column in the MCS to get involved in each updraft event. The415

term σn−1
m (1− p) in (18) denotes the loss of m level vorticity due to the rise to (m+1) level, and416

σ
n−1
m−1r2

u/R2 denotes the contribution from (m−1) level. Note that the property (1− p)+r2
u/R2 < 1417

indicates net mass loss in an updraft. Such loss is compensated by the inflow across the MCS418

boundary which has a flux that depends on δ0 and is assumed to have zero relative vorticity due to419

the large domain effect. The lowest vorticity level σn
0 is determined by both the inflow refreshment420

rate and the migration to σn
1 level, with an initial value σ0

0 = 1:421

σ
n
0 = (1− p)σn−1

0 −δ0∆t. (20)

The solution of σn
0 is:422

σ
n
0 = (1− p)n

(
1+

δ0∆t
p

)
− δ0∆t

p

=

[
1− r2

u
R2

(
1− ∆h

H

)]− t′
(r2u/R2)(∆h/H)

(
1+

∆h/H
1−∆h/H

)
− ∆h/H

1−∆h/H
.

(21)

Here we have used the nondimensional time t ′ = −δ0n∆t = −δ0t, and have used (12). For the423

reference value, δ0∆t ≈−0.01 and p≈ 0.03.424

The change of σn
0 with t ′ is shown in Fig. 6a. Three features are noted.425

• The quantity r2
u/R2 has little influence on σn

0 . Mathematically, it is due to the rough balance426

between the r2
u/R2 inside the middle bracket and the other one at the exponent.427

• For small n (short time), σn
0 ≈ (1− p)n, indicating that the compensating inflow is not impor-428

tant for early time when the MCS has not been occupied by vorticity patches.429
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• For n→ ∞ (long time), σn
0 →−δ0∆t/p = (−∆h/H)/(1−∆h/H), which is a constant that430

increases with the intermittency measure −∆h/H. An adjustment time scale τσ0 is obtained431

by linearizing (1− p)n to 1−np and finding its zero-crossing point n= 1/p. As a verification,432

we find that (1− p)1/p lies between 0.32 and 0.37 for 0 < p < 0.2, which is quite robust.433

The expression of τσ0 is obtained with the help of (12) and (19): τσ0 = ∆t/p = t/(np) =434

δ
−1
0 (∆h/H)/(1−∆h/H), which also increases with intermittency.435

The solution of this discrete system is derived by analyzing the probability for a column to expe-436

rience m convective events by t = n∆t time, which turns out to be a weighted binomial distribution:437

σ
n
m =


 n

m

 pm(1− p)n−m +
n−m

∑
k=1

 n− k

m

 pm(1− p)(n−k)−m (−δ0∆t)

(1− ∆h
H

)−m

,

438

for n≥ m > 0, with

 n

m

=
n!

m!(n−m)!
. (22)

It is easy to verify that (22) satisfies (18) and (21). As a comment, binomial and Poisson distri-439

butions have long been used to fit the probability of rare meteorological events (e.g. Thom 1957).440

Here σn
m is not only contributed to by columns originally inside the MCS, but also those from441

outside that come in later at t = ∆t, 2∆t, . . . , (n−m)∆t. For the native MCS columns, the prob-442

ability to reach the m level within n updraft periods obeys a binomial distribution, as is shown443

in (22). Columns that come later at t = k∆t time need to arrive at m level within (n− k)∆t time,444

as is represented by each term in the summation. The binomial distribution demonstrates that to445

migrate to the same level m, newer columns must be luckier than older ones because they have446

fewer discrete opportunities. The nondimensional time interval ∆t ′ = −δ0∆t is the rate of inflow447

refreshment brought by each updraft. To migrate to the m level, the columns need to shrink their448

area by (1−∆h/H)−m. Thus, all sources of contribution to σn
m must be multiplied by this factor.449
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As p is very small (p ≈ 0.03 for the reference test), the binomial distribution for large n (450

sufficient for n & 20 or about t ′ &−δ0∆t×20≈ 0.2 for the reference test) can be approximated as451

a Poisson distribution (Pishro-Nik 2014):452  n

m

 pm(1− p)n−m ≈ (np)m

m!
e−np. (23)

As np ∼ t ′ � 10 in the regime of interest, the Poisson distribution element cannot be further453

approximated as a normal distribution. Substituting (23) into (22), using δ0∆t = (∆h/H)(r2
u/R2),454

and rearranging to better manifest the contribution from the original MCS columns and new-455

comers, we get a simplification of (22):456

σ
n
m ≈

(np)me−np

m!

(
1− ∆h

H

)−m
[

1+
n−m

∑
k=1

(
1− k

n

)m

ekp
(
−∆h

H
r2

u
R2

)]

≈ (np)me−np

m!

(
1− ∆h

H

)−m[
1+ t ′

∫ 1

0
(1− s)menpsds

]
.

(24)

Here the sum has been approximated as an integral. It is valid when ds ≈ 1/n =457

(r2
u/R2)(−∆h/H)/t ′ is small and m� n, therefore applicable to our ru/R� 1 case at a not too458

small t ′. Because the Poisson distribution parameter is np = t ′(1−∆h/H)/(−∆h/H), the only459

physical parameter involved in this integral is −∆h/H. Why is ru/R unimportant? Physically,460

for fixed δ0 and −∆h/H, a wider updraft is equivalent to a bunch of narrower updrafts which are461

seeded at the same time and cannot not overlap with each other. It is this non-overlap requirement462

that causes the difference. However, the chance of overlap in seeding a bunch of narrower updrafts463

independently is already very small for ru/R� 1, so the difference is tiny.464

This analytical solution additionally tells how different ages of columns constitute a certain465

level of vorticity. This might be useful for studying tracer transport by a tropical depression.466

As σn
m is linked to the radial vorticity distribution of the major vortex at the later stage, (24) also467

qualitatively tells the age composition at different radial positions. Figure 7 shows the contribution468
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to σn
m at m = 2 and m = 5 levels from the columns entering at tk = k∆t (only k≥ 1 is shown), with469

the reference test parameter. This fraction µm(k,n) is:470

µm(k,n)≡
(

1− k
n

)m

ekp
(
−∆h

H
r2

u
R2

)[
1+

n−m

∑
k=1

(
1− k

n

)m

ekp
(
−∆h

H
r2

u
R2

)]−1

. (25)

A “maximum-contribution age” always exists for a large n, because many older air columns have471

migrated to higher levels and the younger air columns do not have much chance to reach that level.472

This age is younger for a lower m, which is easier to reach.473

c. The hybrid discrete-continuous PDF474

The “vorticity-equivalent top hat” and therefore the discrete vorticity level system is only a475

mathematical approximation. Each updraft can produce a continuous range of ωa, and the PDF476

increment at a certain ωa can be contributed by a continuous range of ωa below it. Meanwhile,477

the discrete base level ωa = f0, which depends on the balance of convective occupation and inflow478

compensation, is well-defined. Thus, we propose a hybrid view that retains the ωa = f0 level479

fractional area σ0 as a discrete one, and let the larger ωa be a continuous distribution σc.480

As a standard technique, the original discrete vorticity levels can be viewed as a discrete sam-481

pling, or a finite-difference approximation to a continuous PDF (Pope 2001). Because the original482

discrete set of levels is a power law that is uniform on a logarithmic coordinate, we introduce the483

continuous levels as x′ = ln(ωa/ f0), which has been used in Fig. 4. In comparison, the original484

discrete level is located at x′m = ln(ωa,m/ f0) = m, with an interval of ∆x′ = ln(1−∆h/H). We485

then introduce the continuous PDF σc, which approximately represents the homogenization of σn
m486

within x′m± (1/2)∆x′:487

σc
(
x′m, t

′)≈ σn
m

∆x′
, m = 1, 2, 3.... (26)
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The governing equation of σc, also called Kramers-Moyal equation (Pope 2001), is derived in the488

supplemental material.489

The hybrid PDF is not only more physically realistic, but also straightforward to incorporate490

Rayleigh drag. It is hard to add drag to the Markov chain model, because the vorticity levels491

change continuously due to the drag. As a result, new vorticity levels are produced every ∆t and492

the number of levels blows up.493

The PDF of the discrete part, σ0, is an updated version of (21). After replacing n by t ′/∆t ′494

(t ′ =−δ0t and ∆t ′ =−δ0∆t) to make it continuous in time, we get:495

σ0(t ′) = (1− p)t ′/∆t ′
(

1− ∆t ′

p

)
+

∆t ′

p
. (27)

How do the discrete and continuous part match with each other? In view of finite-difference, the496

discrete “grid cell” spans 0±∆x′/2. The domain of continuous PDF is heuristically set as x′ ∈497

(∆x′/2,+∞). Inspired by Sukhatme and Young (2011) in treating the vapor PDF equation of an498

advection-condensation model, the σ in this domain is set to satisfy the normalization condition:499 ∫
∞

∆x′/2 σcdx′ = 1−σ0(t ′) which corresponds to a flux boundary condition at the left end x′ = ∆x′/2,500

as is derived in the supplemental material.501

The deterministic problem of the continuous part σc which uses the nondimensional time t ′ =502

−δ0t is:503

∂σc

∂ t ′
+

∂F
∂x′

=−σc, (28)
504

with F =−D1σc−
3

∑
i=1

Di+1
∂ iσc

∂x′i
+

σc

δ0τd
(1− e−x′), x′ ∈ (∆x′/2,+∞), (29)

505

F0 ≡ F |x′=∆x′/2 =−
dσ0

dt ′
+(1−σ0), σc |x′→∞

= 0, σc |t ′=0 = 0. (30)

Here F is the probability current, and F0 is the F at x′ = ∆x′/2. The vorticity migration process is506

part of F . The derivative terms come from a Taylor expansion that represents the nonlocal migra-507

tion nature of the Markov chain. The drift, diffusion, dispersion, and hyper-diffusion coefficients508
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are:509

Di =
(−1)i−1

i!
H
∆h

[
ln
(

1− ∆h
H

)]i

, i = 1,2,3,4. (31)

Here D1 < 0,D2 > 0,D3 < 0,D4 > 0. F can include higher derivative terms, but we found that510

truncation to the D4 term yields sufficient accuracy for our −∆h/H ∼ O(1). The full PDF expres-511

sion is:512

σ(x′, t ′) = σ0(t ′)Θ(x′)+σc(x′, t ′), (32)

where Θ denotes Dirac-Delta function. Equations (27), (28), (30), (31) and (32) form a closed513

problem that can only be solved numerically in general.514

Of the six nondimensional parameters that control the whole WTGE problem, the PDF prob-515

lem is only controlled by two: ∆h/H on convective intermittency and δ0τd on drag. The updraft516

size r2
u/R2 does exist in the expression of σ0(t ′) but has tiny influence, as explained in section 5b.517

Physically, the τ̃u does not appear because it does not directly influence the end state of the vortic-518

ity spin up by an individual convection. The nondimensional independent variables show that the519

solution is self-similar to f0 and δ0. A larger f0 (hurricane formation at higher latitude) systemati-520

cally raises the magnitude of vorticity. A larger δ0 magnitude (larger total MCS updraft mass flux)521

simply accelerates the PDF evolution. In fact, the problem can be extended to an unsteady δ0(t)522

by replacing the temporal coordinate t ′ =−δ0t with a stretched one: t ′ =−
∫ t

0 δ0(t ′′)dt ′′, which is523

the accumulated convergence of the system (MCS). This is used in section 7 where the theory is524

applied to interpret the full physics three dimensional simulation. For the Markov chain model in525

section 5b where Rayleigh drag is not included, the only change is regarding ∆t as a function of t526

in tn = n∆t.527

The “σc” term on the RHS of (28) is a linear damping factor that denotes the area shrinking528

due to flow convergence. The magnitude of the drift coefficient |D1| decreases with increasing529
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−∆h/H, but the magnitude of the higher order coefficients increases with −∆h/H, as is shown in530

Fig. 6c. This leads to a flatter tail on the PDF. It indicates that a more intermittent convective mode531

leads to smaller but stronger vorticity patches. The Rayleigh drag is essentially an “anti-advection”532

that pushes the PDF toward low vorticity region and accumulates there. It is only significant for a533

long enough time: t ′ &−δ0τd .534

Figure 6a and b shows the time evolution of σ0 and F0 for different −∆h/H. The F0 is largest at535

the beginning, because every updraft can turn a piece of the vast ωa = f0 region into ωa > f0. It536

decreases rapidly to 1−σ0 where the occupation by updraft is balanced by the supply of ωa = f0537

area by inflow. The adjustment time scale of F0 is τσ0 , which is identical to that of σ0. The less538

intermittent the updraft is, the larger F0 is at the early stage due to the rapid occupation, and the539

faster F0 falls back to 1.540

d. The analytical solution in the uniform updraft limit541

For −∆h/H→ 0 (very weak but frequent convection), the hybrid PDF problem renders an ana-542

lytical solution. Here, D1→−1, D2,D3,D4 vanish, and F0 contains a pulse at the beginning. The543

quantity σ0 drops to 0 very fast due the rapid occupation by convection. Thus, the discrete part of544

the PDF occupies an infinitesimal space on x′, and the hybrid problem is solely controlled by the545

continuous part which spans x′ ∈ (0,+∞). This situation is equivalent to a uniform mass sink in546

the MCS, and the MCS dynamics is just the larger scale version of the single updraft vorticity spin547

up process introduced in appendix B.548
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Thus, the geostrophic adjustment solution in physical space can serve as a benchmark for the549

PDF equation. Through the derivation in the supplemental material, we get:550

σ(x′, t ′) = σc(x′, t ′) =


[Θ(t ′)+1]e−x′, x′ ≤ t ′,

0, x′ > t ′.

(33)

The PDF is not monotonic: it consists of a x′ = t ′ peak followed by an exponentially decaying551

slope, without a high vorticity “tail” (e.g. Fig. 8a). The delta function part in PDF corresponds to552

the solid body vortex core. It consists of the columns initially inside the MCS. Now, we link the553

vorticity PDF with its physical distribution. The vorticity is rearranged, with the lowest vorticity at554

the rim of the MCS and the highest vorticity at its core. Each infinitesimally thin ring in physical555

space corresponds to an infinitesimally small bin in the PDF:556

∫ r

0

2πr
πR2 dr =

∫ +∞

x′
σdx′. (34)

This recovers the physical space solution that consists of a solid body rotation core and a decaying557

skirt:558

ωa =


f0et ′, r

R < e−t ′/2

f0
( r

R

)−2
, r

R ≥ e−t ′/2

. (35)

This is equivalent to (B1), after replacing r̃u by R, −δuT̃u by t ′ = −δ0t and ωa,0 by f0. Let559

rb = Re−t ′/2 be the radius of the solid body rotation core. The finite domain effect reduces the560

peak vorticity in the numerical solution and the diffusion smears the vortex core rim, but the561

theory is otherwise very similar (Fig. 8b,c).562
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The tangential velocity Vθ is obtained by integrating (35) radially. Upon being rescaled by f0R,563

it is viewed as a local Rossby number:564

Vθ

f0R
=



(et ′−1) r
2R ,

r
R < e−t ′/2,

1
2

( r
R

)−1
(1+ t ′)+

( r
R

)−1 ln( r
R)−

r
2R , 1≥ r

R ≥ e−t ′/2,

t ′
2

R
r ,

r
R > 1.

(36)

Equation (36) is also the result of column angular momentum conservation, which is approxi-565

mately valid during the spin up of the lower free tropospheric flow. Unlike Rankine vortex whose566

radius of maximum azimuthal mean wind is located at the boundary of its solid body core, that of567

this model (defined as r = rm) is located outside of the solid body core r = rb, and the maximum568

azimuthal mean wind Vm is always a bit larger than the core boundary velocity Vb (e.g. Fig. 8b,c).569

Though rm and Vm do not have analytical expression, rb and Vb do:570

Vb

f0R
= sinh

(
t ′

2

)
at rb/R = e−t ′/2. (37)

A Taylor expansion of Vθ around rb shows that rm ≈ rb[1+(1− e−t ′)/4] > rb, and Vm > Vb. In571

section 6c, we will show that Vb is a good approximation of Vm and is useful for understanding the572

evolution of maximum wind.573

6. Validation and sensitivity tests574

In this section, we compare the PDF theory with WTGE numerical simulation, and discuss575

how the convective parameters influence the compactness and intensity of the idealized tropical576

depression. We primarily perform six tests:577

• EXP-a, the reference test (the Ref-WTGE).578

• EXP-b: the −∆̃h/H×1/8 test. It is performed by making the convective lifetime −δ0T̃u be579

1/8 of the reference value, to hold the nondimensional updraft mass sink rate Q̃m/(−δ0H) =580
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(∆̃h/H)/(−δ0T̃u). We will see−δ0T̃u is not a sensitive parameter, so letting it change together581

with −∆̃h/H should not add meaningful complexity.582

• EXP-c: the τd drag test, with−δ0τd = 2.0, equivalent to a damping time scale of τd ≈ 2 days.583

A realistic τd based on the estimation of Montgomery et al. (2001) for a weak hurricane is∼ 3584

days. We use this exaggeratedly short τd to theoretically understand the influence of strong585

drag, and to test the PDF model as well.586

• EXP-d: the r̃u/R× 2 test, performed by making r̃u× 2. With the nondimensional argument587

in appendix A, it can also be regarded as halving the MCS radius.588

• EXP-e: the −δ0T̃u×1/4 test, performed by making updraft mass sink rate Q̃m×4.589

• EXP-f: the Re×1/2 test, performed by doubling ν .590

These, together with the −δ0/ f0× 10 test (Low-WTGE) introduced in section 4b2), cover all591

the six nondimensional parameters.592

a. Vorticity PDF593

Figure 9 shows the PDF predicted by the analytical solution of the Markov chain in (24) and the594

numerical solution of the continuous part of the hybrid theory (σc) against the WTGE simulation,595

at t ′b = 1.46 and t ′c = 2.98 (the middle and late stage). First, the agreement with the hybrid PDF596

theory and the Markov chain is good, except for the τd test where the discrete PDF is unavailable.597

Second, the agreement of the hybrid PDF theory with the simulation is good, except that there is598

overestimation at the large x′ region and underestimation at the middle x′ region (a bump). Such599

deviation is more significant for t ′c = 2.98 than t ′b = 1.46, and is weaker for the τd test.600

We judge that turbulent mixing is responsible for a substantial portion of the deviation, because601

the −δ0/ f0×10 test has weaker turbulent mixing and is closer to the theory (Fig. 4). The eddies602
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not only help concentrate positive vorticity at the core, but also mix the low and high vorticity603

columns into the middle range. The mixing looks like an “anti-diffusion” on PDF (Pope 2001).604

This also explains why the τd test has a lower deviation: the turbulence is damped by drag and605

therefore cannot produce small-scale filaments effectively.606

Only the PDF of the −∆h/H and τd tests are significantly different from the reference test. This607

agrees with the theoretical prediction that the PDF problem is only controlled by −∆h/H and608

−δ0τd to the lowest order. The vorticity PDF is less spread when −∆h/H is small. The τd test609

shows that Rayleigh drag damps both middle and high vorticity significantly. The PDF is related610

to the spatial structure of the major vortex (Fig. 10). A major vortex has been established, though611

some asymmetric structure still exists due to the unfinished merger process. In the −∆h/H×1/8612

test, the major vortex is axisymmetric but less compact. In the τd test, the major vortex is small613

and weak compared to its filaments due to the weaker vorticity magnitude and therefore weaker614

vortex interaction.615

There is some dispersion of the PDF ensemble, especially at the large vorticity range where616

some bins are empty but some are not. Such uncertainty is due to the spatio-temporal discrete617

nature of convective events. The −∆h/H =−δ0τrev→ 0 case converges to fully deterministic due618

to the infinitely short convective revisit time.619

The PDF is insensitive to viscosity for the Re range we use. This is due to the two main dissipa-620

tion processes in our model: the flattening of a vortex patch by diffusion after a stretching event,621

and the eddy mixing, are all small scale processes that are sufficiently separated from the scale of622

vortex interaction. The outcome of dissipation is important, but the Re-dependent dissipative scale623

is unimportant to this problem.624
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b. Asymmetry and monotonicity625

The relationship between the PDF and radial vorticity distribution is closer when the vorticity626

is more axisymmetric and more radially monotonic. We define a “non-axisymmetric and non-627

monotonic index” (NAMI) to quantify these two factors. The vortex center is defined as the maxi-628

mum point of a Gaussian filtered vorticity field (with a filter length scale of 0.3R). This treatment629

loosely considers both the geometrical center and the strongest eddy’s center. A larger filter length630

adds weight to the former. Based on this, we define the radial profile of the azimuthal-average631

vorticity as ω . We then define ωp as the axisymmetric and monotonic vorticity field obtained632

from re-sorting all the vorticity grid points in a circle with a radius of R whose center is the vortex633

center. The column (grid point) with the highest vorticity is put in the center and the lower vor-634

ticity columns are wrapped around it. The NAMI is defined as a normalized quadratic difference635

between ω and ωp:636

NAMI≡
∫ 1

0 (ω−ωp)
2 d(r/R)∫ 1

0 ω
2d(r/R)

, (38)

where r denotes the distance from the vortex center. To give more weight to the central region, the637

integral in (38) is not weighted by r. The NAMI is zero when the vortex is perfectly axisymmetric638

and monotonic. The procedure is analogous to calculating the available potential energy of a639

stratified flow (Vallis 2017). Apparently, a higher −δ0/ f0 yields a lower NAMI due to the lack of640

eddies that could axisymmetrize the flow (e.g. Fig. 3g-i where the −δ0/ f0×10 test is presented).641

In all sensitivity tests except for the τd test, the NAMI decreases quasi-linearly with time toward642

zero by t ′ = 3, but it never reaches zero due to the ceaseless convection that produces asymmetry643

and non-monotonicity (Fig. 11). The τd case decreases much more slowly due to the damped644

vortex interaction. The −∆̃h/H × 1/8 test yields a much lower NAMI than the reference test,645

due to the more fine-grained, and therefore more homogeneous and axisymmetric forcing. Its646
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standard deviation is the smallest among all, because the limit of a fine-grained mode is the full647

determinacy. The r̃u/R× 2 test also yields a low NAMI. In this case, a wider updraft spins up648

a wider initial vortex, and the convective frequency is also smaller (for a fixed δ0). As a result,649

the length scale of forcing is larger, and the system requires fewer merger events to form a major650

vortex. This explains why its NAMI is already small at the beginning. If we interpret the r̃u/R×2651

test as halving R, we can say that for a fixed δ0 (convective vigor), a smaller MCS leads to faster652

axisymmetrization of the vortex. Kilroy and Smith (2017) also reported faster axisymmetrization653

for a smaller initial middle level vortex (roughly equivalent to our R) in their 3D cloud-resolving654

simulation. However, their initial mid level vortex’s vorticity is set to be larger for a larger vortex,655

and they interpreted the faster axisymmetrization as the higher convective vigor caused by the656

higher boundary layer top pumping velocity which is driven by the stronger initial vortex. The657

NAMI is smaller for a higher viscosity (Re×1/2), due to the stronger damping on the filaments.658

The convective duration time −δ0T̃u has little influence on NAMI for the parameters we study.659

c. Intensity660

What determines the maximum wind (intensity) of a vortex? First, the circulation theorem tells661

that a more compact vortex should have a larger maximum wind. A more compact vortex also662

has a higher inertial stability, as well as a higher survivability in a strain field (Dritschel 1990).663

A point vortex, whose vorticity is concentrated in an infinitesimal core, is the most robust one664

with an infinite maximum wind. Second, a lower NAMI enhances the maximum wind: a circular665

vorticity patch yields the highest peripheral velocity due to its minimized perimeter. As a higher666

−∆h/H leads to higher compactness and higher NAMI at the same time, which factor dominates?667

As the compactness is related to the convective intermittency, the least compact vortex is the668

uniform forcing case (−∆h/H→ 0) discussed in section 5d. We now use the expression of Vb and669
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rb in (37) to understand the maximum azimuthal mean azimuthal wind Vm and its radius rm in the670

simulation. The Vb rises with time and rb contracts with time. The Vb consists of a linear regime at671

−δ0t . 1 where Vb/( f0R) ≈ −δ0t/2, and an exponential regime at −δ0t & 1 where Vb ∝ e−δ0t/2.672

The growth is dominated by the stretching of a constant planetary vorticity in the first regime673

and the stretching of a growing relative vorticity in the second regime. The Vb and rb provide a674

theoretical reference for the magnitude of Vm and rm for the finite −∆̃h/H cases.675

Figure 12a shows that the maximum total wind Vmax increases with −∆̃h/H → 0. Thus, the676

vorticity compactness dominates the asymmetry in determining the intensity. The r̃u/R× 2 test677

has a larger Vmax than the reference test at the early stage, in accordance with its lower NAMI678

at the early stage. In all tests, the initial jump of Vmax for the finite −∆̃h/H tests is due to the679

convergent flow of updrafts. At the later stage where the convergent flow is far smaller than the680

rotational flow, all the Vmax grows quasi-exponentially at a rate of −δ0/2, similar to Vb.681

Figure 12b and c show the dependence of Vmax, Vm and rm on −∆̃h/H at t ′c = 2.98 by which682

time the major vortex has roughly formed. The expectation and standard deviation of both Vmax683

and Vm increase significantly with −∆̃h/H. The expectation of rm drops with increasing −∆̃h/H,684

featuring a more compact vortex, as is visualized in Fig. 10. While the lower bound of the685

expectation of Vmax is provided by the−∆̃h/H→ 0 case, the upper bound is provided by enforcing686

a NAMI→ 0 state for the theoretical PDF of a given −∆̃h/H. The azimuthal velocity VU(r) of687

such a reconstructed vortex is transformed from the vorticity PDF using the differential form of688

(34):689

VU(r)
f0R

=
1

f0R
1
r

∫ r

0
ωp(r′)r′dr′

=
R
2r

∫ +∞

x′
σ(x′′, t ′)(ex′′−1)dx′′.

(39)
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As the integral requires σ value at the high x′ range, we use the interpolated discrete PDF analytical690

solution (24), which is computationally more accurate and cheaper than the numerical solution of691

the continuous PDF equation (28). The maximum VU on the radial profile, VUm ≡ max{VU}, is692

the theoretical upper bound. It increases with −∆̃h/H (Fig. 12b). The corresponding radius rUm,693

which is a lower bound of rm, decreases with −∆̃h/H (Fig. 12c). They encapsulate most of the694

WTGE result. In another view, this reconstructed vortex is driven by an equivalent axisymmetric695

convergence which is redistributed from the PDF of convergence (a pure Poisson distribution). A696

larger −∆̃h/H leads to a more compact convergence, and therefore a more compact vortex.697

The ratio VUm/Vb can be regarded as an “acceleration potential” of the mean flow by the ed-698

dies. The ratio Vmax/VUm can be regarded as an “acceleration efficiency”, which is always below699

unity due to the asymmetry, non-monotonic vorticity profile and eddy mixing that prevent the the-700

oretical maximum wind from being reached. The velocity upper bound VUm is different from the701

equilibrium maximum intensity of Emanuel (1986) in that it only applies to the growing process702

and neglects damping. It is also not fully closed because it only tells the growth rate with respect703

to t ′ =−δ0t, rather than t.704

In a word, more intermittent convection generally makes the tropical depression more intense.705

The higher fluctuation on vorticity PDF and vorticity spatial distribution (higher NAMI) make the706

intensity less deterministic.707

7. Comparison with a cloud-permitting simulation708

To validate the hypothesis of the vorticity Markov chain, we run a cloud-permitting simulation709

of rotating radiative convective equilibrium (RCE) problem with the Bryan Cloud Model (CM1,710

Bryan and Fritsch 2002). The domain size is 10802 km2, with doubly-periodic boundary condition711

and a uniform sea surface temperature. The physical process is mostly identical to the full-physics712
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“configured RCE test” in CM1. It uses Morrison double-moment microphysics scheme (Morrison713

et al. 2005), RRTMG radiation scheme, and the simple planetary boundary layer scheme by Bryan714

and Rotunno (2009). The only difference is the surface model where we choose “sfcmodel=3”,715

the revised scheme for WRF model. It provides a more realistic (higher) surface flux in RCE716

simulation than the default “sfcmodel=1”.717

This is a spontaneous tropical cyclogenesis problem without a prescribed initial vortex. This718

setup is clean and easy to implement, but the relevance to the real atmosphere which is full of719

disturbances and large-scale forcing is still in doubt (e.g. Dunkerton et al. 2009). We follow Wing720

et al. (2016) to set the SST as 305 K, which is higher than the climatology but avoids a much larger721

domain which is required to spin up a tropical cyclone with a normal SST. The grid interval is 2722

km, which roughly permits the existence of deep convection. The Coriolis parameter is a constant723

value of f0 = 10−4 s−1. The motivation for using such a high f0 is to make the generated tropical724

cyclone small enough to fit the domain (Khairoutdinov and Emanuel 2013; Muller and Romps725

2018). The initial sounding of potential temperature and vapor mixing ratio uses the horizontally-726

averaged profile of a 1202 km2 small-domain simulation with identical parameter setting run to727

the end of day 59, by which time an equilibrium state has approximately established.728

A convective cluster evolves out of the seemingly random convection by day 32. It evolves to729

a ∼ 20 m s−1 tropical storm stage ((AMS-Glossary 2012)) by day 36, and then reaches a peak730

maximum surface wind around 70 m s−1 by day 42, as is shown in Fig. 13a. Figure 14 shows731

the 1.18-6.25 km averaged vertical vorticity (regarded as the low-mid level) by tA = 31.21 days,732

tB = 34.12 days and tC = 37.04 days, which correspond roughly to the MCS formation time, a733

sample of vortex development time and the peak time of the low-mid level convergence. Two rea-734

sons may contribute to the production of negative vorticity: the vorticity dipoles due to the tilting735

of horizontal vorticity (vertical shear) to the vertical by either updraft or downdraft (Kilroy et al.736
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2014), as well as the subsiding shell around the updraft which is driven by the evaporative cool-737

ing of hydrometeors or simply the nonhydrostatic compensating subsidence (Smith and Nicholls738

2019). The vertical shear is part of the system circulation, which is omitted in our single layer739

model. To further study the vorticity PDF, we need to define the MCS region and calculate the740

low-mid level convergence.741

We set the MCS size to be R = 250 km based on visual inspection of the vigorous convective742

region, as is indicated by the white circle in Fig. 14. The system (MCS) center is set as the743

maximum 30-km Gaussian filtered low-mid level vertical vorticity. The low-mid level refers to the744

vertical average between 1.18-6.25 km. No density weighting is used in calculating the vertical745

average of vertical vorticity. The vertical structure of the filtered vertical vorticity at the vortex746

center is positive below 10 km and weakly negative between 10 and 15 km (Fig. 13b). At tA,747

the vorticity attains its maximum near 5 km height, and the maximum level decreases gradually748

toward the surface with time.749

The δ0 in our WTGE model means the convection-induced lower free tropospheric divergence.750

For the 3D simulation, δ0 is calculated as the 1.18-6.25 km height averaged bulk divergence (with-751

out density weighting) within R = 250 km (Fig. 13c). It is only a coarse approximation to δ0, be-752

cause it also contains the Ekman pumping-induced divergence. Its magnitude increases to around753

0.07 f0 by day 37 and then decreases. There is an oscillation with a period of ∼ 0.5 day, which we754

speculate to be due to either the stationary gravity wave trapped in the doubly periodic domain,755

or the periodic burst of the precipitation-driven gustiness. The MCS-averaged rainfall rate, which756

represents column net latent heat release, increases between day 32 and 42 (Fig. 13c). The differ-757

ent trend of the convergence and rainfall indicates the weakening of free-tropospheric entrainment758

by the growing inertial stability (Kilroy et al. 2017). This, together with the earlier drop of the759

central region convective available potential energy (CAPE, Fig. 13a) indicate that our one-layer760
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model gradually becomes invalid after the maximum −δ0 time. The characteristic −δ0/ f0 in its761

climbing phase is around 0.04. This is smaller than that used in our one-layer model which is762

suitable for the lower Coriolis parameter (4.99×10−5 s−1).763

The δ0 is used to rescale the temporal coordinate: t ′ =−
∫ t

tA δ0(t ′′)dt ′′, whose relation to the real764

time t is shown in Fig. 15a. The initial t ′= 0 time is chosen as tA where the MCS is just discernible.765

The tB and tC correspond to t ′B = 0.17 and t ′C = 0.86. Fig. 15b shows the system-averaged (within766

the radius R) low-mid level vertical vorticity ω+ roughly obeys ω+/ f0 ≈ t ′, though there is still767

ω+/ f0 < t ′. The deviation could be due to the free-tropospheric dissipating effect such as cumulus768

drag, or the finite domain effect as is explored below. Starting from (C4), neglecting drag (τd→∞)769

and assuming an unsteady δ0(t), we get:770

ω+

f0
=

S−

S+

(
1− e−

S+

S++S− t ′
)
, (40)

where S+ = πR2 is the area of the MCS and S− = L2− S+ is the rest of the area in the domain.771

This solution is much closer to the simulation result in Fig. 15b.772

The low-mid level vertical vorticity PDF at the three snapshots are shown in Fig. 16. On the773

positive vorticity side, the high vorticity tail grows, and the slope flattens. This is qualitatively774

similar to the analytical solution of Markov chain in (24), which is calculated with an arbitrary775

−∆h/H = 4/5 (the reference value), ru = 8
√

2 km and R = 250 km. The first difference is that776

the Markov chain seems to lag behind the evolution. This is because, before the low-mid level777

convergence starts, the vorticity already evolves to a distribution which is a rough balance between778

random stretching and damping. In the future, we will derive and use the balanced PDF to initialize779

the PDF model, rather than a quiescent state. The second difference is that the PDF value at the780

low vorticity end (around x′ = ln(ωa/ f0)∼ 1) is smaller. This loss could be due to the occupation781
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by negative vorticity which does not exist in our PDF model. The negative vorticity also grows,782

which is probably also favored by the random stretching.783

8. Discussion784

This paper advances the understanding of vorticity structure of a tropical depression, which de-785

termines its intensity and ability to survive in a straining environment. In a shallow water equation786

model (SWE) that mimics the lower troposphere, we put random mass sinks in a circular region to787

mimic convection in a mesoscale convective system (MCS) which is the hurricane precursor. The788

numerical simulation shows that the vorticity produced by repetitive convective stretching is aggre-789

gated to a large major vortex via both merger and the converging flow, qualitatively capturing the790

vorticity evolution reported by previous 3D simulations. As such a vortex has a quasi-monotonic791

vorticity radial distribution, its structure is linked to a vorticity PDF, which is the theme of this792

paper.793

First, we show that the SWE satisfies the weak temperature gradient approximation in a typical794

tropical depression genesis problem where Froude number Fr is small. This makes convective795

heating equivalent to convergence, and potential vorticity equivalent to absolute vorticity ωa. Sim-796

ulations show that the PDF depends mainly on random convective stretching and Rayleigh drag,797

and is modified by eddy mixing. When there is convective stretching alone, the PDF is approxi-798

mately governed by a “Markov process” where air columns migrate on a set of quantum vorticity799

levels. Its analytical solution is a superposition of Poisson distributions weighted by the fraction800

of columns that enter the MCS at different times. Based on this, a better description that uses a801

hybrid PDF with the discrete base level ωa = f0 and the continuous higher levels continuous is802

established.803
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As has been verified by the one-layer model simulation, the PDF problem is governed by two804

nondimensional parameters: the accumulated convergence in a convective event −∆h/H which805

measures the convective intermittency, and the Rayleigh drag scaled by MCS mean divergence806

−δ0τd . The problem is self-similar to Coriolis parameter f0 which nondimensionalizes ωa, and807

MCS mean divergence δ0 which nondimensionalizes t. For fixed δ0, a higher−∆h/H represents a808

more coarse-grained convective mode that leads to a wider PDF with more high vorticity columns,809

as well as a higher uncertainty (lower predictability). A shorter drag time scale −δ0τd damps810

vorticity magnitude and delays the vorticity aggregation.811

An intense major vortex not only requires a wide PDF which provides high vorticity columns to812

serve as a compact core, but also a more axisymmetric and monotonic vorticity spatial distribution.813

The newly introduced NAMI index (zero when fully axisymmetric and monotonic) drops signifi-814

cantly in a few system convergence time scales (−δ
−1
0 ). The system is more axisymmetric when815

convection is less intermittent, the −δ0/ f0 is smaller which enhances the eddy merger, and the816

r̃u/R is larger which makes the scale separation between an updraft and the major vortex smaller.817

The intensity is quantified by the maximum total wind Vmax, which grows quasi-exponentially at818

a rate of −δ0/2 as the vortex spins up. Both the ensemble average and the standard deviation of819

Vmax increase with −∆h/H. Thus, when convection is more intermittent, the expectation of vortex820

intensity is higher despite the stronger asymmetry, and its uncertainty is more significant. Note821

that the link of vorticity PDF with the monotonic vorticity structure and therefore wind distribu-822

tion might be a privilege of the circular seeding (convective) geometry. If the seeding region is823

set as a band to simulate the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone, the structure will suffer from shear824

instability, and a PDF model is not enough to tell the wind distribution.825

The theory is compared to a cloud-permitting simulation of spontaneous tropical cyclogenesis826

with CM1 model, using the rescaled time coordinate t ′ = −
∫

δ0dt. The PDF of 1.18-6.25 km827
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height vertically averaged vertical vorticity within a 250 km convective region also shows the828

growth of the high vorticity tail, and the positive vorticity side qualitatively agrees with our Markov829

chain analytical solution.830

Many more things could be done for investigating tropical cyclogenesis with this one-layer831

model:832

• The turbulent process is circumvented in the theory, but it is required for understanding both833

the time scale of axisymmetrization (drop rate of NAMI) and the estimate of eddy mixing ef-834

fect on vorticity PDF. The latter is an important research topic in 2D non-divergent turbulence835

(e.g. Pasquero and Falkovich 2002).836

• The convective scheme could be updated to consider the long-lived rotating convection which837

is identified in the simulation of Smith and Nicholls (2019). The interaction of moist convec-838

tive vortices (Boubnov and Golitsyn 1986; Wang and Holland 1995; Schecter 2017), which839

is a deviation from a Markov process, should be considered.840

• The model can be extended to consider more adverse factors that may prevent the MCS from841

developing into a hurricane. The survival ratio is important for hurricane climatology (Hsieh842

et al. 2020). Apart from the drag, negative vorticity production by downdrafts should be843

considered. Perhaps the horizontal shear and Rossby wave dispersion (on a beta plane) are844

most suitable to study, because they test the vortex’s compactness which we judge to depend845

on convective intermittency.846

An extension to at least two vertical layers is needed to address the complicated vorticity pattern847

produced by tilting (Kilroy et al. 2014), as well as the transition from a stratiform-dominated MCS848

with a middle level vortex to a convective-dominated state with a low-level vortex (Montgomery849

et al. 2006).850
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APPENDIX A851

The nondimensional SWE and WTGE governing equation852

Using −δ
−1
0 as the time scale, R as the horizontal length scale, H as the vertical length scale,853

−δ0R as the horizontal velocity scale, and −δ0H as the vertical velocity scale, we introduce the854

nondimensional variables t∗, x∗, h∗, ω∗z , δ ∗, u∗, Q∗u, Q∗rad , ψ∗ and φ∗, which obey:855

t = t∗(−δ
−1
0 ), x = x∗R, h = h∗H, ωz = ω

∗
z (−δ0), δ = δ

∗(−δ0), u = u∗(−δ0R),

Qu = Q∗u(−δ0H), Qrad = Q∗rad(−δ0H), ψ = ψ
∗(−δ0R2), φ = φ

∗(−δ0R2).

(A1)

The nondimensional gradient operator is ∇∗ ≡ i∂/∂x∗+ j∂/∂y∗.856

For SWE, we substitute (A1) into (1), (2), (8), and with the help of (10) to obtain:857

∂h∗

∂ t∗
+∇

∗ · (u∗h∗) = Q∗u +Q∗rad +
1

Re
∇
∗2h∗, (A2)

858

∂u∗

∂ t∗
+u∗ ·∇u∗+

(
−δ0

f0

)−1

k×u∗ =−Bu−1
(
−δ0

f0

)−2

∇
∗h∗+

u∗

δ0τd
+

1
Re

∇
∗2u∗. (A3)

859

Q∗u +Q∗rad =
+∞

∑
n=1

Q∗n(x
∗, t∗)+

πR2

L2 , with Q∗n(x
∗, t∗) = Q̃m

∗
e
− |t
∗+δ0tn|2

δ2
0 τ̃u2 − |x

∗−xn/R|2

(r̃u/R)2 . (A4)

860

Q̃m
∗
=

Q̃m

−δ0H
=− R2

r̃u
2

∆t

T̃u
=− ∆̃h

H
1

δ0T̃u
. (A5)

For WTGE, we substitute (A1) into (3), (6) and (7) to get:861

∂ω∗

∂ t∗
+u∗ ·∇∗ω∗ =−δ

∗
(

ω
∗− f0

δ0

)
+

ω∗

δ0τd
+

1
Re

∇
∗2

ω
∗. (A6)

862

u∗ = k×∇
∗
ψ
∗+∇

∗
φ
∗, with ∇

∗2
ψ
∗ = ω

∗, ∇
∗2

φ
∗ = δ

∗. (A7)
863

δ
∗(x∗, t∗) =

+∞

∑
n=1

δ
∗
u,n(x

∗, t∗)+
πR2

L2 , with δ
∗
u,n(x

∗, t∗) = δ
∗
ume
− |t
∗+δ0tn|2

δ2
0 τ̃u2 − |x

∗−xn/R|2

(r̃u/R)2 . (A8)

864

δ
∗
um =

Q̃m

−δ0H
=− ∆̃h

H
1

δ0T̃u
. (A9)
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The above equations show that there are six nondimensional parameters for WTGE: −δ0/ f0,865

−∆̃h/H,−δ0T̃u, r̃u/R,−δ0τd and Reynolds number Re= f0R2/ν . For SWE, there is an additional866

Bu = R2/L2
R = ( f0R)2/c2

0 which accounts for the deviation from weak temperature gradient.867

APPENDIX B868

The vorticity production in a single updraft and the subsequent viscous damping869

1) THE UPDRAFT STAGE870

Supposing the background is a (locally) solid body rotating flow with absolute vorticity ωa =871

ωa,0. A convergence at a constant value of −δu is suddenly imposed to a circular region with a872

radius of r̃u for T̃u time. Such a top-hat convergence is a qualitative representation of the Gaussian873

profile used in the simulation. We assume that horizontal diffusion and drag are unimportant in874

such a short time. At t = T̃u, angular momentum conservation yields:875

ωa =


ωa,0e−δuT̃u , r

r̃u
< eδuT̃u/2,

ωa,0

(
r
r̃u

)−2
, r

r̃u
≥ eδuT̃u/2.

(B1)

Note that a steady state vorticity with a positive circular divergence forcing (balanced by Rayleigh876

drag) has been approximately solved by Sobel et al. (2001) to demonstrate their WTG framework.877

Air columns that are initially within r̃u form a solid body rotation core. The outer region consists878

of columns entrained into the convection, so they are stretched less. The role of convection is879

concentrating vorticity, with the maximum absolute vorticity rising to ωa,0e−δuT̃u , and the length880

scale shrinking from r̃u to r̃ueδuT̃u/2 where δuT̃u = ∆̃h/H. The accumulated convergence −∆̃h/H881

can be understood as an area shrinking ratio.882
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2) THE POST-UPDRAFT STAGE883

After the convection, the vorticity patch is susceptible to diffusion which will change its shape884

before the next convection hits it. The diffusion time scale τdi f f is estimated with ν and the885

vorticity patch length scale ldi f f = r̃ueδuT̃u/2. Now we apply these results to a Gaussian-shape886

convergence. Supposing the end state vorticity patch of a Gaussian updraft remains approximately887

Gaussian, we have ν∇2ωa ∼ 4νωa/l2
di f f . Letting ωa/τdi f f ∼ ν∇2ωa, our theory predicts that the888

vorticity will be substantially diffused over τdi f f time:889

τdi f f ∼
l2
di f f

4ν
=

r̃u
2

4ν
e∆̃h/H . (B2)

We use a WTGE numerical simulation to demonstrate the damping by diffusion. A single up-890

draft using the reference test value is put in the middle of a square domain with side length L = 120891

km and a 256×256 mesh. The time step is 52.11 s. Let ωa,0 = f0. A Laplace viscosity of ν = 160892

m2 s−1 leads to τdi f f = 2.01× 104 s (0.23 days). Figure 17 shows that by 0.98τdi f f after the893

convective peak time t = T̃u/2, diffusion has smoothed the profile significantly.894

We introduce a “vorticity-equivalent top-hat” which uses a top-hat profile to approximate the895

shape of the vorticity patch seen by the next convection after sufficient diffusion. We let the896

vorticity top-hat radius be ru = αr r̃u where αr is a free parameter.897

Whether the patch will be significantly flattened by diffusion depends on a modified convective898

revisit time τrev,m = (−mδ0)
−1 which is the convective interval for an air column to get involved899

in m updrafts during one system convergence time scale −δ
−1
0 . The interval is shorter for lucky900

columns that receive multiple updrafts. Its ratio to τdi f f is:901

τrev,m

τdi f f
=

4ν

−δ0r̃u
2

e−
∆̃h
H

m
= 4

(
−δ0

f0

)−1

Re−1

(
r̃u

2

R2

)−1
e−

∆̃h
H

m
. (B3)

We get τrev,m/τdi f f = 4.4/m for the reference test, where m is shown in section 6a to be typically902

smaller than 5. Thus, diffusion could significantly flatten the shape before the next convection903
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occurs. The ratio is larger for lower Re and higher −∆̃h/H, but in their sensitivity tests in section904

6a, a fixed αr works well in the vorticity PDF model. We try to explain such insensitivity as an905

automatic damping mechanism. Suppose multiple updrafts happen to fully or partially fall on the906

same vortical patch within a short time: the patch size will be several times smaller than ldi f f ,907

so diffusion may serve as a “peak limiter” that preferentially damps the “lucky” high vorticity908

patches.909

APPENDIX C910

A refined model of the MCS-average vorticity ω+
911

We extend this problem to a finite domain to account for the situation where multiple MCS are912

not that far from each other, and for the artificial doubly-periodic domain effect in simulations. A913

fixed δ0 and Rayleigh drag are used. We solve both ω+ and the mean relative vorticity outside of914

the MCS: ω−. We ask: how large a domain is needed to neglect the influence of compensating915

divergence on ω+?916

First, we introduce the MCS region net convergence (−δ
+
0 ) that considers radiative cooling917

within it:918

δ
+
0 = δ0

(
1− S+

S++S−

)
, (C1)

where S+= πR2 and S−= L2−S+ is the area of the MCS and that outside of the MCS respectively.919

Performing area integration on the relative vorticity equation (6) (in flux form) within the MCS920

region, we get:921

dω+

dt
=− 1

πR2

∮
MCS

urωdl− f0δ
+
0 −

ω+

τd
≈− 2

R
urbω

−− f0δ
+
0 −

ω+

τd
. (C2)

Here urb is the mean radial inflow velocity at the MCS boundary obtained from Gauss’ theorem.922

Note that the formulation of (C2) strictly only works under WTG. For SWE, the system-averaged923
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divergence does not exactly equal to δ
+
0 due to the build up of layer thickness anomaly (warm924

core). We have assumed the inflow vorticity value is equal to ω−, which is related to ω+ by925

enforcing zero total relative vorticity of the doubly-periodic domain:926

S−ω
−
+S+ω

+ = 0 and urb =
δ
+
0 R
2

. (C3)

Thus, a larger domain relative to the MCS region leads to a more dilute descent, a smaller mag-927

nitude of ω−, and a more negligible inflow vorticity flux. The horizontal eddy mixing inside the928

MCS only redistributes vorticity there, so it does not influence ω+ and ω−. Substituting (C3) into929

(C2), we obtain an ordinary differential equation for ω+:930

dω+

dt
=−ω+

τ
+
d
− f0δ

+
0 , with τ

+
d =

(
−δ

+
0

S+

S−
+

1
τd

)−1

. (C4)

Here τ
+
d is an effective damping time scale of ω+. With zero relative vorticity as the initial931

condition, the solution is:932

ω+

f0
=−δ

+
0 τ

+
d

(
1− e−t/τ

+
d

)
. (C5)

When the MCS only takes a small fraction of the domain and the Rayleigh drag is not considered,933

τ
+
d is much longer than the system development time scale −δ

−1
0 . In this case, the lowest order934

approximation is ω+/ f0 ≈−δ
+
0 t, and the more exact solution in (C5) has a small curvature due to935

the local descent and the inflow of negative vorticity into the MCS. Figure 2a shows that the ω+ of936

the WTGE for both the reference and the drag sensitivity test (−δ0τd = 2) are in good agreement937

with (C5). There is no discernible difference between SWE and WTGE on the reference test,938

which validates the WTG approximation on the system scale. In all cases, we have ω−� f0 for939

both SWE and WTGE. Thus, our R/L = 1/8 setup is large enough for the vorticity transported940

into the MCS to be close to 0, a property used by the vorticity PDF model in section 5.941
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LIST OF FIGURES1108

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the mesoscale convective system (MCS) and the shallow water setup1109

which depicts the low-mid troposphere. Deep convection only occurs in the MCS. The air1110

entrained by convection to the upper-troposphere is compensated by the horizontal inflow1111

which is driven by radiative cooling in the whole domain. . . . . . . . . . . . 581112

Fig. 2. (a) The time evolution of the mean vorticity in the MCS (ω+) and out of the MCS (ω−)1113

for an ensemble of 20 runs of the SWE reference test (20 solid black lines), the WTGE1114

reference test (20 solid green lines), the−δ0τd = 2 drag sensitivity test (20 solid blue lines),1115

the finite-domain theory of ω+ in (C5) for both the reference and drag test (the two dotted1116

red lines), and the approximate solution ω+/ f0 = −δ0t (the dashed red line). Note that all1117

of the ω+/ f0 data is positive, and that of ω−/ f0 is negative. The temporal coordinate t ′1118

is the time nondimensionalized with the MCS mean divergence: t ′ = −δ0t. (b) The blue1119

line shows the time evolution of the domain minimum thickness disturbance normalized by1120

basic state thickness: −min{h′/H} for an ensemble of 20 runs of the SWE reference test1121

(Ref-SWE). The red line shows the ensemble-averaged Fr =Vmax/
√

g′H, where Vmax is the1122

maximum total wind. The shadow denotes the ±1 standard deviation range. For both (a)1123

and (b), only the data of 0≤ t ′ ≤ 3.56 are plotted, because one SWE run blows up after that,1124

due to the computational instability induced by the sharp vorticity gradient. . . . . . . 591125

Fig. 3. An example of ωa/ f0 for Ref-SWE (upper row), Ref-WTGE (middle row) and Low-WTGE1126

(lower row, δ0/ f0×10). For each test, only the ensemble index 1 among of the 20-member1127

ensemble is shown. The convective seeding history of the three runs are identical. The1128

t ′a = −δ0t = 0.50 snapshot is at the left column, the t ′b = 1.46 is at the middle column, and1129

the t ′c = 2.98 is at the right column. The white circle is the MCS boundary. The spatial1130

coordinate has been normalized by R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 601131

Fig. 4. The comparison of vorticity PDF of Ref-SWE, Ref-WTGE and Low-WTGE (δ0/ f0× 10)1132

for the reference test at (a) t ′a = 0.50, (b) t ′b = 1.46 and (c) t ′c = 2.98. The colored shadow1133

denotes the ±1 standard deviation of the 20-member ensemble of each test. The black, blue1134

and red lines are the ensemble average of Ref-SWE, Ref-WTGE and Low-WTGE. The PDF1135

from simulation is cutoff at the bin where the standard deviation is larger than the ensemble1136

average. Only the x′ = ln(ωa/ f0)> 0 bins are shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . 611137

Fig. 5. A schematic diagram for the migration of air columns on the vorticity level system ωa,m =1138

ωa,0(1−∆h/H)m due to vorticity stretching, where ωa,0 = f0. A column can only jump one1139

level upward in a single updraft event. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 621140

Fig. 6. (a) the evolution of the ωa = f0 basic level PDF value σ0 with nondimensional time for1141

−∆h/H = 0.2, 0.8 and 1.6, denoted by the black, blue and red lines respectively. The1142

solid lines are for ru = 8
√

2 km (reference value), and the dashed lines are for ru = 4
√

21143

km. They collapse well. The dotted lines are the nondimensional adjustment time scale1144

−δ0τσ0 = (−∆h/H)/(1−∆h/H). (b) The same as (a), but for the probability current F01145

which is the F at x′ = ∆x′/2. (c) The dependence of the PDF equation coefficients D1, D2,1146

D3 and D4 on −∆h/H, denoted as the black, blue, red and green line respectively. As D11147

and D3 are negative, we plot −D1 and −D3 to ease visualization. . . . . . . . . . 631148

Fig. 7. The fractional contribution µk to σn
m for different ages of air columns predicted by the theory,1149

using the reference test parameter. The horizontal axis is the time index k on which the1150

column enters MCS, and the vertical axis is the time index n. The blank region denotes1151

µk = 0. The subplot (a) shows the m = 2 vorticity level and (b) shows the m = 5 level. Note1152
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that both n and k are positive integers. Only k ≥ 1 columns which are not originally inside1153

the MCS are plotted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 641154

Fig. 8. The −∆h/H → 0 problem. (a) The blue line is the vorticity PDF diagnosed from the grid1155

point data of the numerical simulation with the reference value Re, and the red line is the1156

direct analytical solution of the PDF shown in (33). (b) A radial cross-section of the ax-1157

isymmetric vorticity field of the of the uniform forcing test (−∆h/H→ 0) at t ′c = 2.98. The1158

blue line is the numerical solution, and the red line is the analytical solution. The difference1159

is mainly due to viscosity and the finite-domain effect. (c) The same as (b), but for the1160

local Rossby number: Vθ/( f0R). The approximate expression of the radius of maximum1161

wind: rm ≈ rb[1+(1− e−t ′)/4], and the vortex core radius rb, both normalized by R, are1162

additionally plotted as the dashed black line and the dotted black line respectively. . . . . 651163

Fig. 9. The vorticity PDF of the six WTGE tests at t ′b = 1.46 and t ′c = 2.98, of (a) the reference test,1164

(b) the −∆h/H×1/8 and −δ0̃Tu×1/8 test, (c) the −δ0τd = 2 test, (d) thẽ ru/R×2 test, (e)1165

the−δ0̃Tu×1/4 test and (f) the Re×1/2 test. The grey shadow is the±1 standard deviation1166

of the ensemble runs. The black line is the ensemble average in each test, the blue circle1167

line is the analytical solution of the discrete PDF shown in (24) which uses the time index n1168

closest to the inquired time, and the red line is the numerical solution of the continuous part1169

(σc) of the hybrid PDF problem. The discrete PDF model of the τd test is unavailable. For1170

all cases, the dashed and solid lines denote t ′b = 1.46, and t ′c = 2.98 case respectively. The1171

PDF from simulation (the black line and the shadow) is cutoff at the bin where the standard1172

deviation is larger than the average. Only x′ = ln(ωa/ f0)> 0 bins are shown. . . . . . 661173

Fig. 10. An example of the ωa/ f0 snapshot of the same six tests as Fig. 9 at t ′c = 2.98. The white1174

circle is the MCS boundary. Of the 20 runs in each ensemble, only the run with ensemble1175

index 1 is shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 671176

Fig. 11. The time evolution of NAMI (non-axisymmetric and monotonic index) with time for the six1177

tests introduced in Fig. 9. The solid blue line is the ensemble average value in each test.1178

The blue shadow denotes the ±1 standard deviation range. The red line in (b)-(f) denotes1179

the NAMI of the reference test, which is identical to the blue line in (a). . . . . . . . 681180

Fig. 12. (a) The solid red, blue, black and green lines denote the ensemble average of the domain1181

maximum wind, for the −∆h/H → 0 test (numerical solution with eddy diffusivity), the1182

−∆h/H×3/8 test, the reference test and thẽ ru/R×2 test respectively. The red dashed line1183

denotes Vb which is the velocity at the solid rotation vortex core boundary. (b) The ensemble1184

average of the maximum azimuthal mean azimuthal wind Vm (the blue circle line) and the1185

maximum total wind Vmax (the red circle line) at t ′c = 2.98 for simulations with different1186

−∆h/H. The dashed red line denotes the theoretical upper bound VUm. (c) The ensemble1187

average (the blue circle line) of rm which is the radius of Vm, for different −∆h/H. The1188

dashed red line denotes rUm, which is the radius on the theoretically reconstructed profile1189

VU(r) where VUm resides. All changes on −∆h/H are accompanied by the corresponding1190

changes on −δ0̃Tu to keep the nondimensional mass sink rate Q̃m/(−δ0H) fixed. All of the1191

shadow denotes the ±1 standard deviation range of the 20-member ensemble. . . . . . 691192

Fig. 13. (a) The black curve is the maximum absolute wind at 25 m height within the R = 2501193

km MCS. The MCS center is defined as the maximum point of the filtered low-mid level1194

vertical vorticity, which is defined as the 1.18-6.25 km vertically averaged vertical vorticity1195

processed with a 30 km-scale horizontal Gaussian filter. The blue curve is the time series1196

of the 30 km-filtered convective available potential energy (CAPE) at the MCS center. (b)1197

The vertical profile of the 30 km-filtered vertical vorticity at the MCS center ωc normalized1198
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by f0, with the black, blue and red curve denoting tA = 31.21 days, tB = 34.12 days and1199

tC = 37.04 days respectively. (c) The black curve is the time series of the MCS-averaged1200

low-mid level (1.18-6.25 km vertically averaged) nondimensional divergence δ0(t)/ f0, and1201

the blue curve is the rainfall rate (unit: kg m−2 s−1). . . . . . . . . . . . . 701202

Fig. 14. The low-mid level (1.18-6.25 km vertically averaged) vertical absolute vorticity normalized1203

by f0 at (a) tA = 31.21 days, (b) tB = 34.12 days and (c) tC = 37.04 days. . . . . . . . 711204

Fig. 15. (a) The blue curve is the rescaled nondimensional temporal coordinate t ′ = −
∫ t

tA δ0(t ′′)dt ′′1205

versus time t. The red ”+” denotes t ′B and t ′C. (b) The evolution of MCS-averaged low-mid1206

level vertical vorticity ω+ in t ′ coordinate. The solid blue line is from the simulation, and1207

the dashed blue line is the prediction by (40). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 721208

Fig. 16. The PDF of the low-mid level (1.18-6.25 km vertically averaged) vertical absolute vorticity1209

normalized by f0. (a) The positive vorticity side (ωa > f0), with the solid black, blue and1210

red lines denoting tA = 31.21 days, tB = 34.12 days and tC = 37.04 days respectively. The1211

rescaled nondimensional time is t ′B =−
∫ tB

tA δ0(t ′′)dt ′′= 0.17 and t ′C =−
∫ tC

tA δ0(t ′′)dt ′′= 0.86.1212

The circled blue and red lines is the analytical solution of the discrete Markov chain shown1213

in (24). (b) is the same as (a), but for the negative vorticity side (ωa < − f0). The Markov1214

chain does not predict negative vorticity bins. The weak vorticity range (− f0 < ωa < f0) is1215

not shown in this figure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 731216

Fig. 17. The radial profile (the positive x side of the y = 0 cross section) of ωa/ f0 for the single1217

updraft test. The solid blue line is the analytical solution (B1) for the top-hat convergence1218

profile, after the convection ends. The solid red line is an inviscid (ν = 0) numerical solution1219

of the Gaussian profile right after the convection ends. The dashed red line is a viscous1220

(ν = 160 m2 s−1) simulation at 0.98τdi f f after the updraft peaks. The solid green line1221

denotes the “vorticity-equivalent top-hat” profile of the vorticity patch which is used for the1222

PDF model. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 741223
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FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the mesoscale convective system (MCS) and the shallow water setup which

depicts the low-mid troposphere. Deep convection only occurs in the MCS. The air entrained by convection to

the upper-troposphere is compensated by the horizontal inflow which is driven by radiative cooling in the whole

domain.
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FIG. 2. (a) The time evolution of the mean vorticity in the MCS (ω+) and out of the MCS (ω−) for an

ensemble of 20 runs of the SWE reference test (20 solid black lines), the WTGE reference test (20 solid green

lines), the −δ0τd = 2 drag sensitivity test (20 solid blue lines), the finite-domain theory of ω+ in (C5) for both

the reference and drag test (the two dotted red lines), and the approximate solution ω+/ f0 = −δ0t (the dashed

red line). Note that all of the ω+/ f0 data is positive, and that of ω−/ f0 is negative. The temporal coordinate

t ′ is the time nondimensionalized with the MCS mean divergence: t ′ = −δ0t. (b) The blue line shows the time

evolution of the domain minimum thickness disturbance normalized by basic state thickness: −min{h′/H}

for an ensemble of 20 runs of the SWE reference test (Ref-SWE). The red line shows the ensemble-averaged

Fr =Vmax/
√

g′H, where Vmax is the maximum total wind. The shadow denotes the ±1 standard deviation range.

For both (a) and (b), only the data of 0≤ t ′ ≤ 3.56 are plotted, because one SWE run blows up after that, due to

the computational instability induced by the sharp vorticity gradient.
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FIG. 3. An example of ωa/ f0 for Ref-SWE (upper row), Ref-WTGE (middle row) and Low-WTGE (lower

row, δ0/ f0× 10). For each test, only the ensemble index 1 among of the 20-member ensemble is shown. The

convective seeding history of the three runs are identical. The t ′a = −δ0t = 0.50 snapshot is at the left column,

the t ′b = 1.46 is at the middle column, and the t ′c = 2.98 is at the right column. The white circle is the MCS

boundary. The spatial coordinate has been normalized by R.
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FIG. 4. The comparison of vorticity PDF of Ref-SWE, Ref-WTGE and Low-WTGE (δ0/ f0× 10) for the

reference test at (a) t ′a = 0.50, (b) t ′b = 1.46 and (c) t ′c = 2.98. The colored shadow denotes the ±1 standard

deviation of the 20-member ensemble of each test. The black, blue and red lines are the ensemble average

of Ref-SWE, Ref-WTGE and Low-WTGE. The PDF from simulation is cutoff at the bin where the standard

deviation is larger than the ensemble average. Only the x′ = ln(ωa/ f0)> 0 bins are shown.
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FIG. 5. A schematic diagram for the migration of air columns on the vorticity level system ωa,m = ωa,0(1−

∆h/H)m due to vorticity stretching, where ωa,0 = f0. A column can only jump one level upward in a single

updraft event.
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FIG. 6. (a) the evolution of the ωa = f0 basic level PDF value σ0 with nondimensional time for−∆h/H = 0.2,

0.8 and 1.6, denoted by the black, blue and red lines respectively. The solid lines are for ru = 8
√

2 km (reference

value), and the dashed lines are for ru = 4
√

2 km. They collapse well. The dotted lines are the nondimensional

adjustment time scale −δ0τσ0 = (−∆h/H)/(1−∆h/H). (b) The same as (a), but for the probability current

F0 which is the F at x′ = ∆x′/2. (c) The dependence of the PDF equation coefficients D1, D2, D3 and D4 on

−∆h/H, denoted as the black, blue, red and green line respectively. As D1 and D3 are negative, we plot −D1

and −D3 to ease visualization.
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FIG. 7. The fractional contribution µk to σn
m for different ages of air columns predicted by the theory, using

the reference test parameter. The horizontal axis is the time index k on which the column enters MCS, and the

vertical axis is the time index n. The blank region denotes µk = 0. The subplot (a) shows the m = 2 vorticity

level and (b) shows the m = 5 level. Note that both n and k are positive integers. Only k ≥ 1 columns which are

not originally inside the MCS are plotted.
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FIG. 8. The−∆h/H→ 0 problem. (a) The blue line is the vorticity PDF diagnosed from the grid point data of

the numerical simulation with the reference value Re, and the red line is the direct analytical solution of the PDF

shown in (33). (b) A radial cross-section of the axisymmetric vorticity field of the of the uniform forcing test

(−∆h/H→ 0) at t ′c = 2.98. The blue line is the numerical solution, and the red line is the analytical solution. The

difference is mainly due to viscosity and the finite-domain effect. (c) The same as (b), but for the local Rossby

number: Vθ/( f0R). The approximate expression of the radius of maximum wind: rm ≈ rb[1+(1−e−t ′)/4], and

the vortex core radius rb, both normalized by R, are additionally plotted as the dashed black line and the dotted

black line respectively.
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FIG. 9. The vorticity PDF of the six WTGE tests at t ′b = 1.46 and t ′c = 2.98, of (a) the reference test, (b) the

−∆h/H×1/8 and −δ0T̃u×1/8 test, (c) the −δ0τd = 2 test, (d) the r̃u/R×2 test, (e) the −δ0T̃u×1/4 test and

(f) the Re× 1/2 test. The grey shadow is the ±1 standard deviation of the ensemble runs. The black line is

the ensemble average in each test, the blue circle line is the analytical solution of the discrete PDF shown in

(24) which uses the time index n closest to the inquired time, and the red line is the numerical solution of the

continuous part (σc) of the hybrid PDF problem. The discrete PDF model of the τd test is unavailable. For all

cases, the dashed and solid lines denote t ′b = 1.46, and t ′c = 2.98 case respectively. The PDF from simulation

(the black line and the shadow) is cutoff at the bin where the standard deviation is larger than the average. Only

x′ = ln(ωa/ f0)> 0 bins are shown.
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FIG. 10. An example of the ωa/ f0 snapshot of the same six tests as Fig. 9 at t ′c = 2.98. The white circle is the

MCS boundary. Of the 20 runs in each ensemble, only the run with ensemble index 1 is shown.
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FIG. 11. The time evolution of NAMI (non-axisymmetric and monotonic index) with time for the six tests

introduced in Fig. 9. The solid blue line is the ensemble average value in each test. The blue shadow denotes the

±1 standard deviation range. The red line in (b)-(f) denotes the NAMI of the reference test, which is identical

to the blue line in (a).
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FIG. 12. (a) The solid red, blue, black and green lines denote the ensemble average of the domain maximum

wind, for the −∆h/H → 0 test (numerical solution with eddy diffusivity), the −∆h/H×3/8 test, the reference

test and the r̃u/R×2 test respectively. The red dashed line denotes Vb which is the velocity at the solid rotation

vortex core boundary. (b) The ensemble average of the maximum azimuthal mean azimuthal wind Vm (the

blue circle line) and the maximum total wind Vmax (the red circle line) at t ′c = 2.98 for simulations with different

−∆h/H. The dashed red line denotes the theoretical upper bound VUm. (c) The ensemble average (the blue circle

line) of rm which is the radius of Vm, for different −∆h/H. The dashed red line denotes rUm, which is the radius

on the theoretically reconstructed profile VU(r) where VUm resides. All changes on −∆h/H are accompanied by

the corresponding changes on −δ0T̃u to keep the nondimensional mass sink rate Q̃m/(−δ0H) fixed. All of the

shadow denotes the ±1 standard deviation range of the 20-member ensemble.
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FIG. 13. (a) The black curve is the maximum absolute wind at 25 m height within the R = 250 km MCS. The

MCS center is defined as the maximum point of the filtered low-mid level vertical vorticity, which is defined as

the 1.18-6.25 km vertically averaged vertical vorticity processed with a 30 km-scale horizontal Gaussian filter.

The blue curve is the time series of the 30 km-filtered convective available potential energy (CAPE) at the MCS

center. (b) The vertical profile of the 30 km-filtered vertical vorticity at the MCS center ωc normalized by f0,

with the black, blue and red curve denoting tA = 31.21 days, tB = 34.12 days and tC = 37.04 days respectively.

(c) The black curve is the time series of the MCS-averaged low-mid level (1.18-6.25 km vertically averaged)

nondimensional divergence δ0(t)/ f0, and the blue curve is the rainfall rate (unit: kg m−2 s−1).
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FIG. 14. The low-mid level (1.18-6.25 km vertically averaged) vertical absolute vorticity normalized by f0 at

(a) tA = 31.21 days, (b) tB = 34.12 days and (c) tC = 37.04 days.
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FIG. 15. (a) The blue curve is the rescaled nondimensional temporal coordinate t ′ = −
∫ t

tA δ0(t ′′)dt ′′ versus

time t. The red ”+” denotes t ′B and t ′C. (b) The evolution of MCS-averaged low-mid level vertical vorticity ω+

in t ′ coordinate. The solid blue line is from the simulation, and the dashed blue line is the prediction by (40).
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FIG. 16. The PDF of the low-mid level (1.18-6.25 km vertically averaged) vertical absolute vorticity nor-

malized by f0. (a) The positive vorticity side (ωa > f0), with the solid black, blue and red lines denoting

tA = 31.21 days, tB = 34.12 days and tC = 37.04 days respectively. The rescaled nondimensional time is

t ′B = −
∫ tB

tA δ0(t ′′)dt ′′ = 0.17 and t ′C = −
∫ tC

tA δ0(t ′′)dt ′′ = 0.86. The circled blue and red lines is the analyti-

cal solution of the discrete Markov chain shown in (24). (b) is the same as (a), but for the negative vortic-

ity side (ωa < − f0). The Markov chain does not predict negative vorticity bins. The weak vorticity range

(− f0 < ωa < f0) is not shown in this figure.
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FIG. 17. The radial profile (the positive x side of the y = 0 cross section) of ωa/ f0 for the single updraft test.

The solid blue line is the analytical solution (B1) for the top-hat convergence profile, after the convection ends.

The solid red line is an inviscid (ν = 0) numerical solution of the Gaussian profile right after the convection

ends. The dashed red line is a viscous (ν = 160 m2 s−1) simulation at 0.98τdi f f after the updraft peaks. The

solid green line denotes the “vorticity-equivalent top-hat” profile of the vorticity patch which is used for the PDF

model.
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7

The derivation of the continuous PDF equation8

To obtain the contribution of vorticity migration to the probability current F in the continuous9

PDF equation, one informal but straightforward way is to derive the modified equation of the10

Markov chain model using Taylor expansion, without considering Rayleigh drag. The recurrence11

relationship of the Markov chain in (18) can be written as:12

σn
m−σn−1

m
−δ0∆t

=

[
r2

u
R2

1
δ0∆t

(lnωa,m− lnωa,m−1)

]
σn−1

m −σ
n−1
m−1

lnωa,m− lnωa,m−1
−σ

n−1
m

r2
u

R2
∆h
H

1
δ0∆t

. (S1)

Now we let x′ = ln(ωa/ f0), ∆x′ = x′m− x′m−1 = ln(1−∆h/H), t ′ = −δ0t and ∆t ′ = −δ0∆t =13

(−∆h/H)(r2
u/R2) after using (12). Using (26), (S1) can be transformed to an equation of σc,14

which can be regarded as a forward-in-time and forward-in-space discretization of an advection15

equation with damping:16

∂σc

∂ t ′
= D1

∂σc

∂x′
−σc. (S2)

Here D1 equals to the middle bracket of (S1), and its expression is shown in (31).17

Now we derive the modified equation of (S1) via Taylor expansion (e.g. Durran 2010). The LHS18

of (S1) is:19

σn
m/∆x′−σn−1

m /∆x′

∆t ′
=

∂σc

∂ t ′
+

1
2

∂ 2σc

∂ t ′2
∆t ′+O(∆t ′)2. (S3)

Here ∂ 2σc/∂ t ′2 is represented by the partial derivative to x′ using (S2):20

∂ 2σc

∂ t ′2
= D1

∂ 2σc

∂x′∂ t ′
− ∂σc

∂ t ′
= D2

1
∂ 2σc

∂x′2
−2D1

∂σc

∂x′
+σc, (S4)

where D1 equals to the middle bracket of (S1). The Taylor expansion of the first term on the RHS21

of (S1) is:22

r2
u

R2
∆x′

δ0∆t
σn

m/∆x′−σn−1
m /∆x′

∆x′
≈

4

∑
i=1

Di
∂ iσc

∂x′i
+O

(
∆x′
)4
. (S5)
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Here the expression of Di is shown in (31). The σn−1
m is expanded as:23

σn−1
m
∆x′

≈ σn
m

∆x′
−∆t ′

∂σc

∂ t ′
+O(∆t ′)2 = σc−∆t ′

(
D1

∂σc

∂x′
−σc

)
+O(∆t ′)2. (S6)

Substituting (S3), (S4), (S5) and (S6) into (S1), we get:24

∂σc

∂ t ′
=−D̃0σc +

4

∑
i=1

D̃i
∂ iσc

∂x′i
+O

(
∆x′
)4

+O
(
∆t ′
)2
, (S7)

with25 

D̃0 = 1+ 3
2∆t ′,

D̃1 = D1(1+2∆t ′),

D̃2 = D2

(
1− D2

1
D2

∆t ′
2

)
= D2

(
1+ r2

u
R2

)
,

D̃3 = D3, D̃4 = D4.

(S8)

Here we have used (12) to derive D̃2. For all our tests, there is ∆t ′ = −δ0∆t ∼ 10−2, ∆x′ ∼ 1,26

r2
u/R2 � 1. These lead to D̃0 ≈ 1, D̃i ≈ Di, i = 1,2,3,4, so there is no need to examine higher27

temporal expansion terms in (S3). Thus, the new updraft seeding frequency is high enough to28

make this system look continuous in time. However, this analysis only deals with the ensemble29

average of PDF. The randomness induces stronger fluctuation at high vorticity levels (bins) for30

larger ∆t ′, as is discussed in section 6a.31

a. The formal derivation of the continuous PDF equation32

We derive the PDF equation with the stricter random variable approach (Pope 2001). The33

viscous effect is neglected because we have not figured out the proper model. We introduce34

f ′(x′;x, t ′) = Θ(X ′(x, t ′)− x′) as the “fine-grained PDF” of x′ = ln(ωa/ f0) in the MCS region,35

with X ′(x, t ′) as a random variable and Θ denoting Dirac-Delta function. Note that x is the posi-36

tion vector.37
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As vorticity is not a passive tracer, we define the dimensional velocity U(x, t ′) as a space-38

dependent random variable. Just like (7), U can be decomposed into a div-free component Uω39

which is controlled by vorticity and therefore f ′ (not to be confused with Coriolis parameter f0),40

as well as a curl-free component Uδ which is determined by the random seeding and therefore41

independent from f ′:42

U = Uω +Uδ with Uω = k×∇Ψ, Uδ = ∇Φ, (S9)

where Ψ and Φ are stream function and velocity potential as random variables. The definition of43

f ′ yields its governing equation (Pope 2001):44

∂ f ′

∂ t ′
− 1

δ0
U ·∇ f ′ =− ∂

∂x′

(
f ′

DX ′

Dt ′

)
, (S10)

where D/Dt ′ = ∂/∂ t ′−δ
−1
0 U ·∇ is the normal 2D substantial derivative operator divided by −δ0.45

The DX ′/Dt ′ is the nondimensional and inviscid form of the vertical vorticity equation shown in46

(6):47

DX ′

Dt ′
=

δ

δ0
+

1− e−X ′

δ0τd
. (S11)

This is a stochastic differential equation driven by the random δ . Next, we implement an aver-48

age operator, whose effect on f ′(x′;x, t ′), an arbitrary random variable such as G(x, t ′), and their49

product f ′G are:50

〈
f ′(x′;x, t ′)

〉
=
∫ +∞

−∞

Θ(x′′− x′) f (x′′;x, t ′)dx′′ = f (x′;x, t ′), (S12)
51 〈

G(x, t ′)
〉
=
∫ +∞

−∞

G(x, t ′) f (x′′;x, t ′)dx′′, (S13)
52 〈

f ′(x′;x, t ′)G(x, t ′)
〉
=
∫ +∞

−∞

Θ(x′′− x′)G(x, t ′) f (x′′;x, t ′)dx′′

= f (x′;x, t ′)
〈
G(x, t ′)|X ′(x, t ′) = x′

〉
,

(S14)

where f (x′;x, t) is the space-dependent vorticity PDF. Equation (S14) renders a conditional av-53

erage, and the derivation has used Bayes’ theorem. See Pope (2001) for the detailed algebra.54
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We rearrange the advection term by substituting in the velocity decomposition in (S9). As Uω is55

div-free, Uδ is independent from f ′, and 〈∇ ·Uδ 〉= δ0, we get:56 〈
U ·∇ f ′

〉
=
〈
Uω ·∇ f ′

〉
+
〈
Uδ ·∇ f ′

〉
= ∇ ·

〈
Uω f ′

〉
+∇ ·

〈
Uδ f ′

〉
−〈∇ ·Uδ 〉

〈
f ′
〉

= ∇ ·
〈
Uω f ′

〉
+∇ ·

〈
Uδ f ′

〉
−δ0

〈
f ′
〉
.

(S15)

The ensemble average PDF equation is:57

∂ f
∂ t ′

=
1
δ0

∇ ·
〈
Uω f ′

〉
+

1
δ0

∇ ·
〈
Uδ f ′

〉
− f − ∂

∂x′

(
f
〈

DX ′

Dt ′
|X ′ = x′

〉)
, (S16)

Then, we implement an area average within MCS (denoted as (πR2)−1 ∫∫
MCS dS) on (S10) to58

obtain the governing equation of σc(x′, t ′) = (πR2)−1 ∫∫
MCS f dS. Substitute (S11) into (S10), we59

get:60

∂σc

∂ t ′
+

∂F
∂x′

=−σc with F =
1

πR2

∫∫
MCS

f
〈δ |X ′ = x′〉

δ0
dS︸ ︷︷ ︸

updraft

+
σc

δ0τd
(1− e−x′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
drag

. (S17)

Because f ′ = 0 outside the MCS and no vorticity patch has been observed to run out of the MCS61

due to the strong convergent flow, the ∇ · 〈Uω f ′〉 and ∇ · 〈Uδ f ′〉 terms vanish after using Gauss62

theorem.63

The probability current F consists of the drag part and the updraft part. The drag part pushes σc64

towards smaller ωa and accumulates it there. The conditional average 〈δ |X ′ = x′〉 in the updraft65

part is a bit obscure. As the updraft is homogeneously seeded in the MCS, 〈δ |X ′ = x′〉 does not66

depend on x, so the area average operator vanishes. Physically, 〈δ |X ′ = x′〉 is contributed from a67

series of updraft events whose vorticity happen to cross x′ at different phases of their lives. Thus,68

we need to know the instantaneous divergence at updraft area and how much they contribute to the69

x′ bin. We define a “vorticity-equivalent” updraft divergence ∆x′/T̃u which characterizes the bulk70

vorticity growth during an updraft. By the start of an updraft, the r2
u/R2 portion area of each x′71
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bin will be convective, and the total convective area distributed to that bin is proportional to its σc.72

Meanwhile, the temporal occupation of updraft is described by multiplying a T̃u/∆t factor. Once73

an updraft starts, the convective area is fixed, but the x′ within the updraft rises. The total divergent74

area contributed by these updrafts to x′ must be normalized by the σc at x′. With these physical75

arguments, the updraft part becomes:76

1
πR2

∫∫
MCS

f
〈δ |X ′ = x′〉

δ0
dS

=
σc(x′, t)

δ0

〈
δ |X ′ = x′

〉
=

σc(x′, t)
δ0

[
1

σc(x′, t)
∆x′

T̃u

r2
u

R2

∫ x′

x′−∆x′
σc

(
x′′, t ′− (x′− x′′)

−δ0T̃u

∆x′

)
T̃u

∆t
dx′′
]

≈ 1
δ0∆t

r2
u

R2

∫ x′

x′−∆x′

[
σc
(
x′, t ′

)
− ∂σc

∂x′
|x′,t ′(x′− x′′)+

1
2!

∂ 2σc

∂x′2
|x′,t ′(x′− x′′)2 +O(x′− x′′)3

]
dx′′

=−D1σc−
∞

∑
i=1

Di+1
∂ iσc

∂x′i
,

(S18)

where Di is shown in (31). On the fourth line, we have used Taylor expansion to approximate77

the contribution from other bins with derivative terms. The temporal part of Taylor expansion is78

neglected due to −δ0∆̃τ � 1. Larger ∆x′ denotes more intermittent convection, which induces79

stronger nonlocality in PDF and therefore requires higher order cutoff in Taylor expansion. This80

result agrees with the modified equation of the Markov chain shown in (S7). Substitute (S18) into81

(S17), we obtain (28).82

In the end, we derive the differential boundary condition at x′ = ∆x′/2, which is equivalent to83

the normalization condition. Integrate (28) from x′ = ∆x′/2 to x′ =+∞:84

∫
∞

∆x′/2

∂σc

∂ t ′
dx′ =−

∫
∞

∆x′/2
σcdx′−

∫
∞

∆x′/2

∂F
∂x′

dx′. (S19)
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Using the condition that F vanishes at x′→ ∞, we get the probability current at x′ = ∆x′/2 which85

renders a flux boundary condition there:86

d
dt ′

∫
∞

∆x′/2
σcdx′ =−

∫
∞

∆x′/2
σcdx′+F |x′=∆x′/2 ⇒ F0 = F |x′=∆x′/2 =−

dσ0

dt ′
+(1−σ0) . (S20)

Here σ0(t ′) is given in (27).87

b. The analytical solution in −∆h/H→ 0 limit88

The key is to find the asymptotic form of F0. From Fig. 6b, we know F0→∞ as t ′→ 0. We now89

prove it is a Dirac-Delta function at t ′ = 0. Let ε0 be a small number that is sandwiched between90

−δ0τσ0 � ε0� 1, where −δ0τσ0 =−δ0∆t/p is the rescaled adjustment time scale that is close to91

0 for −∆h/H→ 0. The integral of F0 within this small slot is calculated from (30):92

∫
ε0

0
F0dt ′ =

∫
ε0

0
(1− p)−t ′/(δ0∆t) ln(1− p)

δ0∆t

(
1+

δ0∆t
p

)
dt ′+

∫
ε0

0
(1−σ0)dt ′

≈ ln(1− p)
δ0∆t

∫
ε0

0
(1− p)t ′/(−δ0∆t)dt ′+0

= 1−
[
(1− p)1/p

]ε0/τσ0 ≈ 1.

(S21)

Here we have used σ0 ≤ 1 to show the integral of (1−σ0) vanishes, and used (1− p)1/p ∼ 0.3 < 193

as a quite fixed value. Equation (S21) and F0(t ′ = 0)→ ∞ indicate that F0 ∼ Θ(t ′) for small t ′.94

This, together with F0(t) ≈ 1 for larger t ′, constitute the expression of F0(t) = Θ(t ′)+ 1. As for95

the PDF equation, we have lim−∆h/H→0 D1→−1. Other higher order coefficients vanish. Thus,96

the probability flux is F = σc. The full deterministic problem is:97

∂σc

∂ t ′
=−∂σc

∂x′
−σc with σc|x′=0 = 1+Θ(t ′). (S22)

Its solution is shown in (33).98
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TABLE 1. List of symbols used in the paper

Symbol Description Value Units

αr the link between “mass-equivalent” and “vorticity-equivalent” top-hat

c0 gravity wave speed m s−1

Di coefficients in the continuous PDF equation

D̃i the Di that considers the discrete temporal stepping

δ divergence s−1

δ0 average divergence within the MCS s−1

δ
+
0 δ0 modified to consider the compensating divergence within the MCS s−1

δu characteristic divergence within an updraft s−1

f0 Coriolis parameter s−1

f ′ the fine-grained vorticity PDF

f the space-dependent vorticity PDF

F probability current

F0 F at x′ = ∆x′/2

g′ reduced gravity 0.72 m s−2

h layer thickness m

H basic state layer thickness 5×103 m

h′ disturbance layer thickness m

∆̃h thickness loss in a “mass-equivalent” top-hat updraft m

∆h thickness loss in a “vorticity-equivalent” top-hat updraft m

ldi f f the vorticity patch length scale for considering diffusion m

L domain width 800 km

LR Rossby deformation radius m
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Symbol Description Value Units

ν artificial viscosity m2 s−1

µn
m the fraction of level m parcels at step n

N x and y direction grid point number 576

ω vertical relative vorticity s−1

ωa vertical absolute vorticity s−1

ωa,m vertical absolute vorticity at level m s−1

[ωa]
ru the updraft end state mean ωa within ru s−1

ω azimuthal average relative vorticity s−1

ωp resorted relative vorticity s−1

ω+ mean ω within the MCS s−1

ω− mean ω outside of the MCS s−1

p the probability for a parcel in the MCS to involve in an updraft

ψ stream function m2 s−1

Ψ stream function as a random variable m2 s−1

φ velocity potential m2 s−1

Φ velocity potential as a random variable m2 s−1

Qu diabatic vertical velocity (mass sink) due to convection m s−1

Qrad diabatic vertical velocity (mass source) due to radiative cooling m s−1

Qn diabatic vertical velocity (mass sink) of the nth updraft m s−1

Q̃m peak diabatic vertical velocity of a “mass-equivalent” top-hat updraft m s−1

ru “vorticity-equivalent” top-hat updraft radius m

r̃u characteristic size of a Gaussian updraft m

rb radius of solid body rotation core (only for the uniform forcing test) m

rm radius of maximum azimuthal mean wind m

rUm radius of maximum azimuthal mean wind of NAMI→ 0 profile m

R MCS radius 100 km

S+ MCS area πR2 m2

S− area outside of MCS L2−πR2 m2
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Symbol Description Value Units

σ the hybrid discrete-continuous PDF of x′ = ln(ωa/ f0)

σ0 the discrete part (basic level) of σ

σc the continuous part of σ

σn
m the discrete PDF at vorticity level m and time n

σu updraft fractional area

t time s

t ′ t ′ =−δ0t for a constant δ0, or t ′ =−
∫

δ0(t ′′)dt ′′ for an extended problem

t ′a the sampling time for disorganized stage in the barotropic model

t ′b the sampling time for the vortex interaction stage in the barotropic model

t ′c the sampling time for the quasi-axisymmetric stage in the barotropic model

tA roughly the MCS formation time in the 3D model

tB A sampling time during the vortex developing stage in the 3D model

tC Roughly the low-mid level convergence’s peak time in the 3D model

t ′B nondimensionalized tB (accumulated convergence)

t ′C nondimensionalized tC

tn peak time of the nth updraft s

τrev characteristic time interval for two updrafts to hit on a fixed position s

τrev,m the convective interval for a parcel to get involved in m updrafts during −δ
−1
0 . s

τσ0 adjustment time scale of σ0 s

τd Rayleigh drag time scale s

τ
+
d effective damping time scale that considers the inflow with negative vorticity s

τdi f f diffusion time scale of a vorticity patch s

τ̃u characteristic duration time of a Gaussian updraft s

T̃u the duration time of a “mass-equivalent” top-hat updraft s

∆t updraft seeding time interval s

∆t ′ ∆t ′ =−δ0∆t

Θ(t) Dirac-Delta function s−1/ none
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Symbol Description Value Units

θ00 a reference potential temperature 300 K

u horizontal velocity vector m s−1

U horizontal velocity vector as a random variable m s−1

Uω vorticity-induced horizontal velocity vector as a random variable m s−1

Uδ divergence-induced horizontal velocity vector as a random variable m s−1

urb mean radial velocity at the MCS boundary m s−1

Vθ azimuthal velocity m s−1

Vb azimuthal velocity at rb (only for the uniform forcing test) m s−1

Vmax maximum absolute wind m s−1

Vm maximum azimuthal mean wind m s−1

VU (r) the NAMI→ 0 case radial profile of azimuthal velocity m s−1

VUm the maximum value of VU (r) m s−1

x position vector m

xn position vector of the nth updraft center m

x∗n initial position vector of the nth updraft center m

x′ nondimensional variable that depicts vorticity x′ = ln(ωa/ f0)

X ′ x′ as a random variable
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